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Abstract 

The purpose of the present work is to study finite element Galerkin methods for linear 

parabolic and parabolic integro-difl'erential equations with interfaces. The empha.sis is 

on the theoretical aspects of such methods. 

An attempt is made in this thesis to extend known results for finite element 

Galerkin method for a parabolic difl'erential equation to a parabolic equation with inter

faces. Optimal L2(U) and L2(Hl) error estimates are shown to hold for both semidis

crete and fully discrete schemes with quadrature under minimum smoothness of the 

initial data. Due to low global regularity of the solutions, the error analysis of the stan

dard finite element methods for parabolic problems is difficult to adopt for parabolic 

interface problems. In this work, we fill a theoretical gap between standard error analy

sis technique of finih~ elCllwnt method for non interface problems and parabolic interface 

problems. Optimal LOO(Hl) and LOO(L2) norms error estimates have been derived for 

the semidiscrete case under practical regularity assumptions of the true solution for fit

ted finite cleIllent method with straight interface triangles. Further, the fnlly discrete 

backward Euler scheme is also considered and optimal LOO(L2) norm error estimate is 

established. In this case, the initial data and interface function are assumed to be 

sufficiently smooth. 

Although various FEM for parabolic interface problems have been proposed and 

studied in the literature, but FEM treatment to the integro-differential equations with 

interfaces is mostly missing. A priori error estimates are derived for integro-differential 

equations of parabolic type with interfaces. Continuous time Galerkin method for the 

spatially discrete scheme and backward difference scheme in time direction are discussed 

in U(H"') and v,o(Hm) norllls for fitted finite element method with straight interface 

triangles. More precisely, optimal error estimates are derived in L2(Hm) and LOO
( H"') 

norms when initial data Uo E H6(o') and Uo E H3 n HJ(O,), respectively. The achieved 

estimates are analogous to the case with a regular solution, however, due to low regu

larity, the proof requires a careful technical work couplcd with a approximation result 

for the Ritz-Volterra projection under minimum regularity assumption. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The purpose of this thesis is to present some results on finite element Galerkin meth

ods for linear parabolic and parabolic integro-diff'erential equations with discontinuous 

coefficients. This chapter introduces the problem and it contains the notations and 

preliminary materials to be used in the thesis. It also provides the survey for relevant 

literature and motivation for the present study. The chapter-wise description of the 

thesis is presented in the last section of this chapter. 

1.1 Problem Description 

Differential equations with discontinuous coefficients are often referred as interface prob

lems. The discontinuity of the coefficients corresponds to the fact that the medium 

consists of two or more physically different materials. To begin with, we first introduce 

parabolic and parabolic integro-differential equations with interfaces. 

Parabolic interface problems: Let Q be a convex polygonal domain in ]R2 with 

boundary 8Q. Further, let Q1 C Q be an open domain with C 2 smooth boundary rand 

Q2 = Q\Ql (see, Figure 1.1). We now consider the following linear parabolic interface 

problems of the form 

Ut(x, t) + .cu(x, t) = f(x, t) in Q x (0, T] (1.1.1) 

with initial and boundary conditions 

U(x, 0) = uo(x) in Q; u(x. t) = 0 on 8Q x (0, T] (1.1.2) 
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Figure 1.1: Domain 0 and its sub domains 0 1 , O2 with interfacer. 

and interface conditions 

[u] = 0, [(3~:] = g(x, t) along r x (0. T], (1.1.3) 

where u(x, l) is a real-valued function of:t and l, 'u,t(x, t) = ~~(:r;, t) and T < 00. The 

symbol [v] is ajump of a quantity v across the interface r, i.e .. [v](x) = VI (X)-V2(X), X E 

r, where vt(x) = v(x)ln" i = 1,2 and n denotes the unit outward normal to the 

boundary 801 , Operator L is a second order elliptic partial differential operator of the 

form 

LV(X) = - V.((3(x)Vv(x)). 

We assume that the coefficient function Ij is positive and piecewise constant, i.e., 

(3(x) = (3t in Ot, z = 1,2. 

Further, f = f(x, t) and 9 = g(:z;, t) are real valued fUIlctions defined in n x (0, T] and 

r x (0, TJ, respectively. 

Parabolic integro-differential equations with interfaces: We shall also consider 

integra-differential equations of the form 

Ut(:1:, t) + LU(X, t) = f(x, t) + it B(t, s)u(x, s)ds in n x (0, T] (1.1.4) 

with initial and boundary conditions 

u(x,O) = uo(x) in 0; u(:r. t) = 0 on 80 x (0, T] (1.1.5) 
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and interface conditions 

[u] = 0, [(3Z~] = 0 along r x (0, T]. (1.1.6) 

The domain n, operator L, symbols [v] and n are defined as before, and T < 00. The 

operator B(t, s) is a second order partial diflerelltial operator of the form 

The equations of the form (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) are often encountered in the theory of 

magnetic field, heat conduction theory, the theory of elasticity and in reaction diffusion 

problems. Many interface problems in material science and fluid dynamics are mod

eled after above problem when two or more dbtinct materials or fluids with different 

conductivities or densities or diffusions are involved. One interesting class of parabolic 

equations with discontinuous coefficients processes in heat conducting media with con

centrated capacity in which the heat capacity coefficient contains a Dirac delta function, 

or equivalently, the jump of the heat flow at the singular point is proportional to the time 

derivative of the temperature (cf. [7]). For a detailed discussion on parabolic problems 

with discontinuous coefficients, see Dautray and Lions [18], Gilbarg and Trudinger [30], 

Ladyzhenskaya et at. [39], Li and Ito [40]. 

Equations (1.1.4) are often referred to as the parabolic partial differential equa

tions with memory term or the Volterra integral term i.e. J~ B(t, s)·U.(;I;, s)ds. Such 

problems and variants of them arise in several physical phenomena such as· in models 

for heat conduction in rigid materials with memory, the compression of poro-viscoelastic 

media, reactor dynamics and epidemic models in biology. For a detailed discussion on 

models for heat conduction in materials with memory, see Belleni-Morante [6], Cole

man and Gurtin [17], Gurtin and Pipkin [31], Miller [45], Nohel [47] and the references 

quoted therein. For the literature relating to other applications of the theory of parabolic 

integro-differential equations, one may refer to Habetler and Schiffman [32] for the mod

els for the compression of poro-viscoelastic media, Pao [50]-[52] for reactor dynamics, 

Hornung and Showalter [35] for the compartment model of a double-porosity system 

and Capasso [l1J for epidemic phenomena in biology. As a model for parabolic integro

differential equations (1.1.4) with discontiuuous coefficients, we consider non-stationary 
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heat conduction problem~ in two dimensiont> with memory and conduction coefficient /3 
which is discontinuous across a smooth interface. 

The presence of the Volterra integral term helps to accurately describe several 

physical phenomena, which causes some new difficulties in both theoretical analysis 

and numerical computation. Although various FEM for parabolic interface problems 

have been proposed and studied in the literature, but FEM treatment to the integro

differential equations with interfaces i~ mostly mi~sing. An attempt has been made ill this 

thesis to study the a priori error analysis for the parabolic integro-differential equations 

with discontinuous coefficients. In this process some new a priori error estimates are 

derived for parabolic interface problems. 

1.2 Notation and Preliminaries 

In this section, we shall introduce some standard notation and preliminaries to be used 

throughout of this work. 

All functions considered here are leal valued. Let n be a bounded domain 

in JRd, d-dimensional Euclidian space and 3n denote the boundary of n. Let x = 

(Xl, X2, ... ,Xd) E n, and let dx = dXI ... dXd' Further, let a = (aI, ... , ad) be ad-tuple 

with nonnegative integer components and denote order of a as lal = al + a2 + ... + ad. 

Then, by D Q ¢, we shall mean the ath derivative of ¢ defined by 

3 1Q1 q> 
DQ¢=-----axQj 3XUd 1 .,. d 

We shall make frequent reference to the following well-known function spaces. 

For 1 ~ p < 00, LP(n) denotes the linear space of equivalence classes of measurable 

functions ¢ in n such that J;l \¢(x)IP&c exists and is finite. The norm on U(n) is given 

by 

\\U\Ju,(II) = (l\¢(;£)\Pd;(;)~, 1:::; p < 00. 
!I 

For p = 00, l,OO(n) denotes the space of functions ¢ on n such that 

\\¢IILOO(Il) = css sup \¢(x)\ < 00. 
xEIl 

When p = 2, L2(n) is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product 

(¢,1/)) = j' ¢(x)1jJ(x)dx. 
!l 
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By support of a function 4J, supp 4J, we mean the closure of all points x with 4J(x) -1= 0, 

i.e., 

supp cjJ = {x : cjJ(x) -1= O}. 

For any nonnegative integer m, Cm (r2) denotes the space of functions with continuous 

derivatives upto and including order 'Tn in r2. CO'(o') is the space of all cm(r2) func

tions with compact support in r2. Also, CO'(r2) is the space of all infinitely differential 

functions with compact support in r2. 

We now introduce the notion of Sobolev spaces. Let m ~ ° and real p with 

1::; p < 00. The Sobolev space of order (m,p) on r2, denoted by W m,P(r2) , is defined as a 

linear space offunctions (or equivalence class offunctions) in LP(r2) whose distributional 

derivatives upto order m are also in U(O,), i.e., 

The space W m,P(r2) is endowed with the norm 

114Jllm,p 

1 

(I I: IDct4J(X)lPdX) p 
110:Slol:Sm 

1 

( I: IIDO¢IIP) PI::; p < 00. 

O:Slol:Sm 

When p = 00, the norm on the space W m ,OO(r2) is defined by 

114Jllm,oo = max II Do4J(.7:)liL=(!l)· 
O::;lol:Sm 

For p = 2, these spaces will be denoted by Hm(r2). The space Hm(r2) is a Hilbert space 

with natural inner product defined by 

(cjJ,?jJ) = I: 1 D°cjJDO?jJdx, cjJ,?jJ E Hm(r2). 
O:Slal:Sm \l 

The sobolcv space Hm(r2) (respectively, HO'(o')) is also defined as the closure of cm(r2) 

(respectively, Co(r2)) with respect to the norm 114Jllm = 114Jllm,2. This result is true 

under some smoothness assumption on the boundary ao'. Clearly, U(o') = HO(0,) and 

Hm(r2) = W m,2(r2). For a more complete discussion on Sobolev spaces, see Adams [lJ. 
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We shall also use the following spaces in our error analysis. For a given Banach 

space 8, we define, for Tn = 0, 1 and 1 :s; p < 00 

{ 
m rTIIBj'U(t)II P 

} Wm,P(O. T; 8) = u(t) E 8 for a.e. t E (0, T) and ~ Jo ----it;- B dt < 00 

equipped with the norm 

( 
m rT II Bju(t) liP ) ~ 

IIUllwm,p(O,T;B) = ~ Jo ~ l3dt 

We write J-lm(o, T; 8) = W m,2(0, T; 8) and L2(0, T; 8) = fIO(O, T; 8). When no risk of 

confusion exists we shall write L2(8) for L2(0, T; 8) and HI(8) for HI(O, T; 8). 

that 

Further, we denote Loo(O, T; 8) to be the collection of all functions v E 8 such 

ess sup Ilv(x, t)IIB < 00. 
tE(O,T] 

Below, we shall discuss some preliminary materials which will be of frequcnt use 

in error analysis in thc subsequent chapters. The bilinear form II (-, .) associated with 

the operator £, given by 

A(u,v) = 1 (3(x)Vu· Vvdx, 
\l 

satisfies the following boundedness and coercive properties: For rjJ,1); E HI(D), there 

exists positive constants C and c such that 

and 

From time to time we shall also use the following inequalities (see, Hardy et al. 

[34]): 

(i) Young's inequality: For a, b ~ ° and E > 0, the following inequality 

a2 Eli 
ab< -+-- 2E 2 

holds. 
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(ii) Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: For a, b ;:::: 0, 1 < p < 00 and ~ + ~ = 1, 

aP bq 

ab < - +-. 
- p q 

In integral form, if ¢ and ware both real valued and ¢ E LP and W E Lq, then 

For p = q = 2, the above inequality is known as Schwarz's inequality. The 

discrete version of Schwarz's inequality may be stated as: 

(iii) Let ¢j, WJ,j = 1,2, ... , n be positive real numbers. Then 

Below, we state without proof, the following two versions of Grownwall's lemma. For a 

proof, see [55J. 

Lemma 1.2.1 (Continuous Gronwall's Lemma) Let G(t) be a continuous function 

and H(t) a nonnegatwe continuous function on its mterval to ::; t ::; to + a. If a 

continuous function F(t) has the property 

then 

F(t) ::; G(t) + t F(s)H(s)ds for t E [to, to + a], 
lto 

F(t) ::; G(t) + l~t G(s)ll(s)cxp [1't H(T)dT] ds for t E [to, to + aJ. 

In particular, when G(t) = C a nonnegative constant, we have 

F(t) ::; Cexp L( H(S)dS] for t E [to, to + aJ. 

Lemma 1.2.2 (Discrete Gronwall's Lemma) If (Yn), (In) and (9n) are non-negative 

sequences and 

then 

Yn::; fn+ L g"Yk, n;:::: 0, 
O~k<n 
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and 

In addition, we shall also work on the following spaces: 

For w : [0. T] -+ X, v : [0, T] -+ Y and t E x [0, TJ, we define 

Ilw(t)llx 

Ilv(t)lly 

Ilw(x, t)IIHl(!!} + Ilw(x, t)IIH2(!!J) + Ilw(x, t)IIH2(!!2} 

Ilw(t) IIHl(!!} + Ilw(t) IIH2(!!1l + Ilw(t) IIH2(!!2}' 

Ilv(x, t)II£2(!I} + Ilv(x, t)IIHl(!!J) + Ilv(x, t)IIHl(!!2} 

Ilv(t) 11£2(!!} + Ilv(t) IIHl(!!1l + Ilv(t) IIHl(!!2}' 

Throughout this thesis, C is a positive generic constant independent of the mesh 

parameters {h, k} and not necessarily be the same at each occurrence. 

1.3 Background and Objectives 

This section presents a brief survey of the relevant literature concerning the numerical 

solutions of interface problems by means of finite element method. It also elucidates the 

objectives for the present study. 

Solving differential equations with discontinuous coefficients by means of classical 

finite element methods usually leads to the loss ill accuracy. One major difficulty is that 

the solution has low global regularity and the elements do not fit with the interface 

of general shape. For non-interface problems, one can assume full regularities of the 

solutions (at least H2(D)) on whole physical domain. But for the interface problems, 

the global regularity of the solution is low. So the classical analysis is difficult to apply 

for the convergence analysis of the interface problems. Thus the numerical solution to 

the interface problem is challenging as well as interesting also. 

Finite element methods for interface problems may be grouped into two cate

gories: Fitted finite element method and Cnfitted finite element method depending on 

the choice of the discretization. In fitted finite element method, the discretization is 

made ill such a way that the grid line is either isopararnetrically fitted to the interface 
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or ali approximation of the smooth interface. In unfitted finite element methods, the 

discretization is independent of the location of the interface. 

In recent time, many new numerical methods have been developed to handle dif

ferential equations with singularity. Some of them are developed with the modificatiolls 

in the standard methods, so that they can deal with the discontinuities and the singular

ities. We first give a brief account of the development of the finite element methods for 

elliptic iuterface proolems. In [4J, Dalmska has studied the elliptic interface proolem as 

an equivalent minimization problem. The finite element method is then applied to solve 

the minimization problem and sub-optimal HI-norm error estimate is obtained. The 

algorithm in [4J requires the exact evaluation of line integrals on the boundary of the 

domain and on the interface, and exact integrals on the interface fillite elements are also 

needed. In the absence of variational crimes, finite element approximation of interface 

proolcm has been studied oy Barrett ami Elliott in [5J. They have shown that the finite 

element solution converges to the true solution at optimal rate in L2 and HI norms over 

any interior subdomain. In [5], it is assumed that the solution and the normal derivative 

of the solution arc continuom, along the iuterface, and fourth order difi"ereutiaole on each 

subdomain. Bramble and King [8J have studied nonconforming finite element method 

for such problems. In their work, interior domaius 0 1 and O2 are approximated by 

polygonal domains. Then the Dirichlet data and the interface function are transferred 

to the polygonal boundaries. Finally, discontinuous Galerkin finite element method has 

applied to the approximated problem and optimal order error estimates are derived for 

rough as well as smooth boundary data. Under the assumption that Ih = 0, Neilsen 

[46J has proved optimal order of convergence in HI norm. The algorithm in [46J requires 

that the interface triangles follow exactly the actual interface r. Conforming high order 

fitted finite element methods for elliptic interface problems can be found in Li et al. 

[41J. For finite element methods of order p, error estimates of O(hInin{p,(m+l)/2}) and 

O(hInin{p,m}+I) in the HI and L2 norms, respectively, are obtained when the interface 

is approximated with splines of order Tn. Recently, a coutinuous finite element method 

for elliptic interface problems in a higher dimensional polyhedral domain is discussed 

by Duan et al. [28]. An error estimate of O(hr) in energy norm has been obtained be

tween the analytical solution anel the continuous fiuite cleIllent solution. The ftll8.lytical 

solution is assumed to be in rr~1(Hr(0.1))3 for some r E (1/2,1]. Unfitted discontinu-
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ous Galerkin method, based on the symmetric interior penalty DG method, has been 

proposed to discretize elliptic interface problems in [43J. Optimal h-convergence of the 

method for arbitrary p in the energy and L2 norms are obtained. This method can be 

treated as a generalization of the unfitted method given by Hansbo et al. [33J for elliptic 

interface problems. A comparative study on the existing numerical techniques to solve 

elliptic interface problems has been carried out in [38J, which also includes extensive list 

of relevant literature. 

We now turn to the finite element Galerkin approximation to parabolic interface 

problems (1.1.1)-(1.1.3). In the absence of memory term in (1.1.4), convergence analy

sis for parabolic interface problems via finite clement procedure have been studied by 

several authors, sec [3, 15, 21, 27, 53, 58, 59]. For the backward Euler time discretiza

tion, Chen and Zou ([15]) have studied the convergence of fully discrete solution to the 

exact solution using fitted finite element method with straight interface triangles. They 

have proved almost optimal error estimates in L2(L2) and L2(H1) norms under practical 

regularity assumption of the solution. For similar finite element discretization, optimal 

error estimates in L2(1/1) norm have been derived in [59J. SO, in order to maintain 

the best possible convergence rate in L2(L2) norm, the authors of [58J have used a fi

nite element discretization where interface triangles are assumed to be curved triangles 

instead of straight triangles like classical finite element methods. Optimal order error 

estimates in L2(L2) and L2(H1) norms are shown to hold for both semi discrete and 

fully discrete schemes. More recently, for similar triangulation, Deka and Sinha ([27]) 

have studied the pointwise-in-time convergence in finite element method for parabolic 

interface problems. Optimal error estimates have been obtained in £,X'(H1) and Loo(L2) 

norms under the assumption that grid line exactly follow the actual interface. Sim

ilar results are also obtained by Attanayake and Senamtne in [3J for immersed finite 

clement method. In [53], the author have analyzed the Lagrange multiplier method 

with penalty for parabolic initial boundary value problems using semi discrete and fully 

discrete schemes. For straight interface, sub-optimal order of estimates for both semi 

discrete and fully discrete schemes have been derived. Optimal order of convergence in 

fitted finite element method with straight interface triangles can be found in [21]. 

Numerical solutions by meallS of finite element Galerkin procedures for the parabolic 

integra-differential equation without interface can be found in [10. 12, 14, 42, 48, 64, 66, 
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67]. The first contribution in this direction is given by Yanik and Fairweather [66]. As

suming the exact solution is smooth, they derived optimal order a priori error estimates 

for fully discrete Crank-Nicolson scheme for nonlinear parabolic integro-differential equa

tions (1.1.4) with B(t, s) as a first-order partial differential operator. Subsequently, spa

tially semi-discrete scheme for (1.1.4) is thoroughly examined by Thomee and Zhang in 

[64]. They have obtained optimal order a priori error estimates in the L 2-norm for both 

smooth and non-smooth initial data by extending the spatially semidiscrete error anal

ysis for linear parabolic equations [63] to parabolic integro-differential equations with 

an integral kernel consisting of a partial differential operator of order::; 2. The proof is 

based on the following decomposition of the main error (' = "U - 'lth as 

where tth and '(l denote the sernidiscrete finite clement solution and the exact solution 

of the parabolic integro-differential equation. respectively. Here, Rh : HJ(O) ~ Vi, 
is the Ritz projection introduced by Wheeler in [65]. A simple alternative approach 

is proposed by Cannon and Lin [10] and is further developed by Lin et at, in [42]. 

The key technical tool used in these works is a generalization of the Ritz projection 

operator Rh , namely the nonlocal projection or the Ritz-Volterra projection operator. In 

order to reduce the storage requirements during the time stepping of a general parabolic 

integro-differential equations, Sloan and ThOlnee [61] have first proposed the application 

of quadrature rules with relatively higher order truncation error. Later on, several 

researchers have given valuable contributions towards the convergence analysis of the 

finite element Galerkin solution to the solution of parabolic integro-differential equations 

and its variants in the a priori framework. We refer to Cannon and Lin [10], Le Roux 

and Thomce [57], Thomce and Zhang [G4j, Chen et at. [14], Pani et at. [48], Pani and 

Sinha [49], McLean and Thomee [44], Chen and Shih [12], Zhang [67] and Sinha et al. 

[60] for further works in this direction. Although various FEM for parabolic interface 

problems have been proposed and studied in the literature, but FEM treatment to the 

integro-differential equations with interfaces is mostly missing. For the finite element 

treatment of parabolic integro-differential equation with discontinuous coefficients. we 

refer to Pradhan et al. ([54]). In [54], authors have discussed a non-iterative domain 

decomposition procedure for parabolic integra-differential equation with interfaces and 

related a priori error estimates arc derived. 
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In practice, the integrals appearing ill fillite element approximation are evaluated 

numerically by using some well known quadrature schemes. Quadrature based finite 

element method for elliptic interface problems have been discussed in [20, 36J. In [36], 

a mortar finite element method have oeen discussed for a finite element discretization 

where interface triangles are assumed to be curved triangles. Optimal L2 norm and 

energy norm error estimates are achieved when the exact integration are replaced by 

quadrature. Author of [20J has obtained optimal order error estimates in L2 and HI 

norms for conforming finite element method where the grid line need not follow the 

actual interface exactly. The previous work on finite element analysis with numeri

cal quadrature for parabolic problems without interface can be found in [13]' [56J and 

references therein. 

The main objective is to study the convergence of fitted finite element solution 

to the exact solution of paraoolic integra-differential equations with discontinuow; co

efficients. In this process some new a priori error estimates are derived for parabolic 

interface problems and those estimates are extended for integro-differential equations of 

parabolic type with interfaces. More precisely, 

• Quadrature Based Finite Element Methods for Linear Parabolic Inter

face Problems: We have studied the effect of numerical quadrature in space on 

semidiscrete and fully discrete piecewise linea.r finite element methods for pa.rabolic 

interface problems. Optimal L2(£2) and £2(H I ) error estimates are shown to hold 

for semidiscrete problem under suitable regularity of the true solution in whole 

domain. Further, fully discrete scheme based on backward Euler method has also 

analyzed and optimal U(£2) norm error estimate is established (cf. [24]). Further, 

optimal £OO(HI) and £00(£2) norms error estimates have been derived under the 

assumption that initial data is more regular ( cf. [26]) . 

• Finite Element Galerkin Approximation for Parabolic Integro-Differential 

Equations with Discontinuous Coefficients: In this work, convergence of 

continuous time Galerkin method for the spatially discrete scheme and backward 

difference scheme in time direction are discussed in L2(Hm) and £oo(Hm) norms 

for fitted finite element method with straight interface triangles. Optimal error es

timates are derived in £2(Hm) and £oo(Hm) norms when initial data 'Uo E HJ(n) 

and Uo E H3 n HJ(n). respectively (cf. [23], [25]). 
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of five chapters and i::; organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces 

the problem and it contains the basic notations, and preliminary materials to be used 

throughout this thesis. 

In Chapter 2, convergellce of quadrature based finite element solution to the 

exact solution have been discussed in £2(£2) and £2(H I ) norms. More precisely, optimal 

error estimates are derived for arbitrary shape but smooth interfaces with a practical 

finite element discretization. Further, optimal error estimates in Il I (L2) and I/I(I/I) 

norms are derived under the high regularity of the initial conditions. The finite element 

discretization used in this work and a regularity result concerning parabolic interface 

problems are also introduced in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to the optimal £oo(HI) and £00(£2) norms convergence of 

finite element method with quadrature for parabolic interface problems with straight 

interface triangles. The key to the analysis is the error estimates of elliptic projection 

under minimum smoothness of the solution. 

Chapter 4 deals with the convergence of finite element method for a class of 

parabolic integro-differential equations with discontinuous coefficients. Under the as

sumption that B (t, s) is a first order partial differential operator of the form 

2 

L 8u(x, s) 
B(t,s)u(s) = bk(x;t,s) 8 +u(x,s), 

Xk 
k=1 

optimal £2(£2) and £2(H I ) norms are shown to hold in this chapter. Further, exis

tence and uniqueness of the solution for parabolic integro-differential equations with 

discontinuous coefficients is also discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 is concerned with a priori error estimates for interface problems (1.1.4)

(1.1.6). Optimal error estimates in £00(L2) and £oo(HI) norms are established for con

tinuous time discretization. Further, the fully discrete scheme based on a symmetric 

difference approximation is considered and optimal order convergence in HI norm is 

established. The crucial fact used in this work is the newly established approximation 

result for the Ritz-Volterra projection under minimum regularity assumption. 

For clarity of presentation we have repeatedly given equations (1.1.1) - (1.1.3) or 

(1.1.4) - (1.1.6) at the beginning of subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter 2 

Quadrature based Finite Element 

Methods for Linear Parabolic 

Interface Problems: L2(L2) and 

L2(Hl) Error Estimates 

In this chapter, we study the effect of numerical quadrature in space all semidiscrete and 

fully discrete piecewise linear finite element methods for parabolic interface problems. 

Optimal £2(£2) and £2(H1
) error estimates are shown to hold for semidiscrete problem 

under suitable regularity of the true solution in whole domain. Further, fully discrete 

scheme based on backward Euler method has also analyzed and optimal £2(£2) norm 

error estimate is established. The error estimates are obtained for fitted finite element 

discretization based on straight interface triangles. 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider a linear parabolic equation of the form 

Ut + LU = j(x. t) in D x (0, TJ (2.1.1) 

with initial and boundary conditions 

U(x, 0) = Uo in D & u(x, t) = 0 on aD x (0, TJ (2.1.2) 
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and interface conditions 

[uJ = 0, [J3~:] = g(x, t) along r x (0, TJ. (2.1.3) 

Here, f2 = f21 uruf22 is a convex polygonal domain in]R2 with boundary fJf2 and f21 C f2 

is an open domain with C2 smooth boundary r = fJf21. Let f22 = f2\f21 (sec, Figure 

1.1). Here, f = f(;r;, t) and 9 = g(:1:, t) are real valued functions defined in f2 x (0, TJ and 

r x (0, TJ, respectively. The operator £, symbols [v] and n are defined as in Chapter 1. 

For our subsequent analysis, we now recall the bilinear form A(.,.) : H1(f2) x 

H1(f2) --+ ]R given by 

A('U"v) = l J3(;r;)Vu· Vvdx Va,'/} E JI1(f2). 
ill 

Then the weak formulation of the interface problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) is stated as follows: 

Find U E HJ(f2) such that 

(ut,v) +A(u,v) = (f,v) + (g,v)r "Iv E Hg(f2), t E (O,TJ (2.1.4) 

with u(O) = UQ. Here, (-,.) and (-, -)r are used to denote the inner products of L2(f2) 

space and L2(r) space, respectively. 

Convergence of the quadrature Lased finite element solution to the exact solution 

have been discussed in L2(L2) and L2(H1) norms. More precisely, optimal error estimates 

are derived for arbitrary shape but smooth interfaces with a practical finite element 

discretization. The key to the present analysis is the introduction of some auxiliary 

projections, duality arguments and some newly established convergence results in H1(L2) 

and H1(H1) norms for parabolic interface problems without quadrature. To the best 

of our knowledge, the effect of numerical quadrature in finite element methods for the 

parabolic interface problems have not been studied earlier. The previous work on finite 

element analysis with numerical quadrature for parabolic problems without interface can 

be found in [13J, [56J and references therein. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce 

the triangulation and recall some basic results from the literature. While Section 2.3 

is devoted to the error allalysis for the sernidiscretc finite element approximation. error 

estimates for the fully discrete backward Euler time stepping scheme are derived in 

Section 2.4. 
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2.2 Preliminaries 

Due to the presence of discontinuous coefficients the solution 'Lt, in general, does not 

belong to H2(rl). Regarding the regularity for the solution of the interface problem 

(2.1.1)-(2.1.3), we have the following result (cf. [15, 39, 58]). 

Theorem 2.2.1 Let I E Hl(O, T; L2(D)), g = a and lto E HJ(D). Then the problem 

(2.1.1)-(2.1.3) has a unique solution u E U(O,T;X n HJ(rl)) n Hl(O,T;Y). Further, 

for Uo E H3(rl) n HJ(rl) and f E Hl(O, T; Hl(rl)), solution U satisfies the following a 

priori estimate 

(2.2.1 ) 

Proof. The existence of unique solution can be found in [15, 39]. 

Next, to obtain the a priori estimate we first transform the problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) 

to the following equivalent problem: 

For a.e. t E (0, T], Ut(x, t) E H2(rl 1) n H2(02) satisfies the following elliptic 

interface problem 

- V . ((3 (x) V Ut) = It - 'Lttt in st" i = 1, 2 (2.2.2) 

along with boundary condition 

Ut(x. t) = 0 on ao x (0, T] (2.2.3) 

and jump conditions (cf. [37]) 

[ 
a'Ltt] rUt] = 0 and (3 an = 0 along, r. (2.2.4 ) 

From the a priori estimate for elliptic interface problem (cf. [15]), it follows that 

(2.2.5) 

For any 

v E Y n {'l,b: 'l,b = 0 on aO} & [v] = 0 along r, 
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we obtain 

(2.2.6) 

Since [v] = 0 and LBou/on] = 0 along r. Here. Al( .. . ) : Hl(o'l) x Hl(o'l) --+ ~ are local 

bilinear map given by 

Al(W, v) = f fJl\lW' \lvdx. l = 1,2. 
J!ll 

Then multiplying (2.2.2) by such v and integrating over 0" we have 

(2.2.7) 

Again it follows from the arguments of [37] that [Utt] = 0 along rand Utt = 0 on 00" 

and hence equation (2.2.7) leads to 

(2.2.8) 

so that 

j .t 1 112 1 1 1 2( ) 
1 Utt £2(!l)ds + "2A (Ut, Ut) +"2A Ut· Ut 

• 0 

~ ~Al(Ut(O), Ut(O)) + ~A2(Ut(0). Ut(O)) + C It IIftlli2(!!)ds. 

Under the assumption that Uo E H3 (0,) and f(x,O) E Hl(O,), we have Ut(O) E H1(0,). 

Therefore, Utt satisfies the following a priori estimate 

Finally, using above estimate in (2.2.5) we obtain 

I t
{II1Ltll ;[2(!!J) + IIutll12(!12)}ds ~ C{IIut(O)II~l(!I) + It IIftlli2(!!)ds}. 0 
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Remark 2.2.1 Consider the following interface problems 

and 

~t - V' . (13(x)V'~) = I(x, t) in D x (0, T] 
1 

~(x, 0) = 21to in D; ~(x, t) = 0 on aD x (0, T] 

[~] = 0, [/3 :~] = 0 along r, 

'V)t - V' . (13(;);)V'4)) = 0 in D x (0, T] 
1 

1/;(x, 0) = 21to in D; 1/;(x, t) = 0 on aD x (0, T] 

[1/;] = 0, [/3~~] = g(x, t) along r. 

Then, ~ + 1/; satisfies the following weak fonnulation 

Subtracting (2.2.9) from (2.1.4), we obtain 

Setting v = u - ~ -lj; in (2.2.10) and coercivity of A(.,.) leads to 

(2.2.9) 

(2.2.10) 

Finally, use the fact u(O) = ~(O) + 1/;(0) to have u = ~ + 1/; for a.e. (x, t) E D x (0, T]. 

For g E H2(0, T; H2(r)), we assume that 

so that u E Hl(O, T; £2(D) n H2(Dl) n H2(D2)). 

Thus, under the assumptions Uo E H3(D)nHJ(D), f E Hl(O, T; P(D)), f(x,O) E 

Hl(D) and g E H2(0, T; H 2(r)), solution 1t for the interface problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) is 

unique and u E £2(0, T; X n HJ(D)) n Hl(O, T; £2(D) n H2(Dl) n H 2(D2)). 0 

We now describe the triangulation TiL of D. We first approximate the domain Dl 

by a domain n~ with the polygonal boundary r h whose vertices all lie on the interface 
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r. Let n~ be the approximation for the domain n2 with polygonal exterior and interior 

boundaries as an and r hl respectively. The triangles with one or two vertices on rare 

called the interface triangles, the set of all interface triangles is denoted by T; and we 

write n~ = UKET;](. 

We assume that the triangulation TiL of the domain 0, satisfy the following con

ditions: 

(A2) If ](1, ](2 E Th and ](1 =J 1\2, then either K1 n]{2 = (/) or K1 n ](2 is a common 

vertex or edge of both triangles. 

(A3) Each triangle K E Ti, is either in n~ or n~ and has at most two vertices lying on 

f h . 

(A4) For each triangle K E Th, let rK, rK be the radii of its inscribed and circumscribed 

circles, respectively. Let h = max{fK : ]{ E Ti,}. 

Let \If, be a family of finite dimensional subspaces of HJ (0,) defined on Th con

sisting of piecewise linear functions vanishing on the boundary an and satisfying the 

following approximation properties 

(2.2.11) 

when v E HS(n) n HJ(O). Examples of such finite element spaces can be found in [9] 

and [16]. Further, we assume the following inverse estimate 

(2.2.12) 

In order to study the effect of numerical quadrature we need to define approxima

tion of the original bilinear form A(., .). For this purpose, we define the approximation 

{3h (x) of the coefficient {3 (x) as follows: For each triangle K E Th, let {3 K (x) = {3l if 

K c 0,7, i=1 or 2. Then {3h is defined as 

Then the approximation AhC.,) : H1(n) x H1(n) -+ lR to A(.,.) can be defined as 

Ah(w, v) = L r {3K(X)"VW' "Vvdx \::fw, v E H1(n). 
KET,. } K 
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To handle the L2 inner product, we define the approximation 011 Vh and its induced 

norm by 

(2.2.13) 

1 

and 11<pllh = (<p,<p)~, where p{ are the vertices for the triangle K. 

Let II,. : X -+ Vh be the linear interpolation operator defined in [15]. For any 

v EX, let Vi be the restriction of v 011 f2i for i = 1,2. As the interface is of class C2, 

we can extend the function Vi E H2(f2i) on to the whole f2 and obtain the function 

Vi E H2(f2) such that Vi = Vi all f2i and 

(2.2.14) 

For the existence of such extensions, we refer to Stein [62]. Then, for K E Th, we now 

define 

The following optimal approximation of II,. operator is borrowed from [20]. 

Lemma 2.2.1 For v E X with [v] = 0 along f, then the following approximation prop

erties 

holds true. 0 

We now recall some existing results on the approximation I1h and the inner 

product which will be frequently used in our analysis. For a proof, we refer to [16, 59]. 

Lemma 2.2.2 On Vh the norms 1I.IIL2(l!) and II·IIIL are equivalent. Further, forw,v E v,t 
and f E X, we have 

KETf 

I(w, v) - (w,'v)hl < Ch2 1I w IIHl(fl)ll vIIHl(fl), 
1 (Ild', V)h - U, v)1 < Ch 2I1fllxllvIlHl(!!). 0 
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We denote X to be the collection of all v E {'lji E L2(0,): 'lji = 0 on on} n 
H2(0'1) n H2(D2) with [v] = 0 and [,8ov/on] = 0 along f. For any v E X, we define 

1* = { - \I . (131 \Iv) in 0,1 

- \I . (132 \Iv) in 0.2 . 

Clearly 1* E L2(0,). Then define Ph : X -+ Vi, by 

Again 

Thus, we have 

(2.2.15) 

Regarding the approximation properties of Ph operator defined by (2.2.15), we have the 

following result (cf. [2]) 

Lemma 2.2.3 Let Ph be defined by (2.2.15), then JOT any v E X there exists a posztive 

constant C independent of the mesh parameter h such that 

IIPhv - vIIHl(rl 1 ) + IIPhv - vIIHl(fl2) ~ Ch(llvIIH2(lll) + IlvIIH2(rl2)), 

IIPhv - vllL2(Il) ~ Ch2 (111JIIH2(!11) + Il v IIH2(112))' 0 

Let Lh : L2(0,) -+ Vh be the standard L2 projection defined by 

(Lhv, c/J) = (v, c/J), v E L2(0,) V c/J E Vj,. (2.2.16) 

A simple application of Lemma 2.2.3 and inverse inequality (2.2.12) leads to the following 

optimal error estimates for L2 projection. 
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Lemma 2.2.4 Let Lh be defined by (2.2.16). Then, for v E X, there exists a positive 

constant C independent of the mesh parameter h such that 

iiv - Lhv iiL2(!l) ~ Ch
2 (iiviiH2(!lll + iiviiH2(!l2»)' 

iiv - LhvIlHl(!lIl + iiv - LhV iiHl(!12) ~ Ch(ii v IlH2(llil + iiviiH2(!12»). D 

2.3 Error Estimates for the Semidiscrete Problem 

This section deals with the error analysis for the spatially discrete scheme. For f E X 

and 9 = 0, the semidiscrete finite element method with quadrature is defined as: Find 

ui,(i) E Vh such that 

(2.3.1) 

with ui,(O) = PhUo· 

In order to discuss the error analysis of finite element method with quadrature, 

we consider the following auxiliary approximation Uh E v,t given by 

(2.3.2) 

with Uh(O) = PhUo· 

Now, define the error e(t) = u(t) - U;t(t) as 

where el(i) = u(t) - Uh(t), e2(t) = Uh(t) - ui,(t). 

For the quadrature free error el (t), we have the following error estimates (sec, 

Theorems 3.1-3.2 in [21]) 

Theorem 2.3.1 Let u and Uh be the solutions of (2.1.1)-{2.1.3) and (2.3.2), respectively. 

Then, for Uo E HJ(O,), 9 = 0 and f E Hl(O, T; L2(0,)), there is a positive constant C 

independent of h such that 

iiu - uhiiL2(O,T;£2(!I» + hiiu - uhiiL2(O,T;Hl(!I» 

~ Cit' (11"'0 Ill" (0) + II J II i'(O,T;L' (Il)) + II'" (T) Ill.: + II" II l,'(O,T;X) ) , 0 
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Further, splitting el in telms of standard P and e as 

where P = u - Phu and e = ~,u - Uh, we note that (cf. [63]) 

For Uh = et , we have 

< Cllptlli2(!l) + ~IJetlli2(1!)' 
Integrating the above equation form 0 to t and using Lemma 2.2.3, we obtain 

j .t Iletlli2(n)ds + Ah((l,e) < cjt I/Ptl/i2(!l)ds 
• 0 0 

Again inverse estimate (2.2.12) leads to 

j
.t I/etl/tl(!!)ds ~ Ch-2 j.t lI etlli2(n)ds ~ Ch2 t j.t I/ utlltJ(n,)ds. 

o 0 2=1 0 

(2.3.3) 

(2.3.4) 

(2.3.5) 

Finally, Lemma 2.2.3 together with estimates (2.3.4)-(2.3.5) leads to the following 

H1(L2) and Hl(Hl) norms error estimate 

Theorem 2.3.2 Letu and Uh be the solutwns of (2.1.1}-(2.1.3) and (2.3.2), respectwely. 

Then, for Uo E HJ(Q) n H3(Q), g = 0 and f E H1(O. T; Hl(Q)), there zs a posdtve 

constant C mdependent of h such that 

D 

Remark 2.3.1 The optzmal erro1' estzmates m Hl(L2) and Hl(Hl) norms are derzved 

for hzgh regularzty of the mztwl condztwns. Under low regularzty assumptwns of the 

zmtwl data, solutzon U E Hl(O, T; Y) and for whtch P"Ut zs not well defined. The zmtwl 

data zs assumed to be very regular, so that a solutwn eTlsts and belongs to the necessary 

Sobolev spaces satzsfymg a przorz estzmate {2.2.1}. To the best of our knowledge, conver

gence of fimte eltment method zn Hl(L2) and Hl(Hl) norms for the parabolic mterface 

problems have not been studzed earher. 
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Next, for the term ('2, WC' have 

= (I. uh - 'I/,~) - ('lIht. Uh - /1,;,) + (u~t' uh - 'lI~h - (ilhI. '/Ih - 'U;,)h 

= {(f, Uh - ui') - (IIIt!, 'UI! - u'iJ} + {(II,J. 'Uh - U~) - (IIhf, u" - u~),.} 

+{ ('I/,i,t, U,h - Ui,)h - (u;tt, 'l/,h - ui,)} - (V'ht - '/t,ilt, 'l/,h - '/1,;,) 

=: II + 12 + 13 - ~ :t Iluh - ui,lli2(1l), 

Integrating from 0 to T and assuming Uh(O) = u;;(O), we have 

{T Ile211~1(l!)ds :::; j'T (h + h + h)ds. 
.10 0 

By Lemma 2.2.1 and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that 

1 1 

fo'T lIds:::; Gh2 (IT 
IIfllidS) 2 (fo'T Ile2I1i2(H)dS) 2 

Applying Lemma 2.2.2 for 12 , we have 

Similarly for 13 , we have 

1 1 

iT 13ds :::; Ch2 (iT IIUhtll~l(ll)dS) 2 (iT Ile211~1(n)ds) 2 
Then apply inverse inequality (2.2.12) to have 

lT I,ds < Ch (IT lIu;.tll~'(Il)dS) I ([' hlllt'(Il)dS) I 
1 1 

< Gh (iT 1IJIlids + Iluoll~l(llJ) 2 (iT Ile211~1(\!JdS) 2 

Estimates (2.3.6)-(2.3.9) yields 

1 1 ClT 

Ile211 ;Il(\!)dS) 2 :::; Ch(llflli2(0,T;X) + IIlI.oIIJ-Jl(nJ) 2. 

(2.3.6) 

(2.3.7) 

(2.3.8) 

(2.3.9) 

(2.3.10) 

This together with Theorem 2.3,1 leads to the followiug optimal L2(Hl) norm estimate. 
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Theorem 2.3.3 Let u and ui, be the solutions of (2.1.1}-(2.1.3) and (2.3.1), respectively. 

Then, for f E HI(O, T; L2(n)) n L2(0, T; X), 9 = 0 and Uo E HJ(n) , the following 

L2 (HI) norm error estimate holds 

1 

<: Ch("uo"hn) + IIflli'IO,T;X) + ilu(T) IIi: + IIUlii'IO,T;X))' 0 

Next, for l.2-norm error estimate, We' shall use the elliptic duality argument. For 

this purpose, we now consider the following auxiliary problem: Find W E HJ(n) such 

that 

(2.3.11) 

with [w] = 0 & [,8~~) = 0 across the interface r. Then its finite element approximation 

with quadrature is defined to be a fUllctioll Wh E Vi, satisfying 

(2.3.12) 

TheIl following the arguments of Deka ([20]), we have 

Again subtracting (2.3.1) from (2.3.2), we obtain 

(Uht - 1I;,t, '/lh),. + J1 h ('I1h - /1,~,. 'Uh) = (I. IIh) - (TI,J, '/lh)" 

+( Uht, Vh)h - (Uht, VI.). (2.3.14) 

Setting v = Uh - ui, in (2.3.11), we have 

II ' * 112 . Uh - ult 1£2(!I) A( W, llh - u7J 
A(w - Wh, Uh - u7J + A(Wh' Uh - ui') 
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Further equation (2.3.14) leads to 

lIu" - u1tIlI2(!!) = {A(w -W",Uh - U;J} + {A,,(U;t,Wh) - A(U;t,Wh)} 

+{A(Uh,Wh) - A"(U,,,Wh)} 

+(J, 10,,) - (Uht, Wit) + (U;tt, Wh)h - (Ihf,wh)h 

{A(w - Wit, 'Uh - uiJ} + {Ah(U~, Wh) - A(u~, Wh)} 

+{A(Uh,Wh) - Ah(Uh,W,,)} 

+{(J,WIt) - (Ihf,wh)d + {(llht. Wh)h - (Uht,Wh)) 

DiHerentiating (2,3,12) with respect to t, we obtain 

Thus, we have 

~ :t A,lwh, 'Wit) = AIt('Wltt, 'Wh) = (Uht - 'lJ,~t' 'Wh)h, 

and hence, integrating (2.3.15) from 0 to T we obtain 

IIUh - 'uitIII2(O,T;£2(!1)) :s: c iT (lJ11 + IJ21 + 1131 + 1141 + 1151)ds. 

(2.3.15) 

(2.3.16) 

Here, we have used AIt(Wh(O), Wh(O)) =: O. Now, we estimate each term separately. For 

the term J l , use (2.3.10) and (2.3.13) to have 
1 1 

iT IJllds < C (iT 1110 - whll1-1 (!!)dS) 2 (iT IIUh _ u;tll1- 1(!!)dS) :I 

< Gh21Ie211£2(O,T;£2(!!)) (lIfIII2(O,T;X) + Iluoll1-1(!!)) !. (2.3.17) 

Using Lemma 2.2.2, estimate (2.3.13) and Theorem 2.3.3, we have 
1 1 iT l.hlds < Gil. (iT lI 11iJI1-1(!!ndS) 2 (iT Il wh ll1-1(!!r)dS):I 

< Ch(IIU;t - ull£2(O,T;Hl(Il)) + li ll ll£2(O,T;Hl(lli,))) 

X (Ilwh - wllu(O,T;Hl(!!)) + IlwIIU(O,T;Hl(llr))) 
1 

< Ch2(llfIII2(O,1';X) + IIUoll;[l(!!) + IluIII2(O,T;X))
2 

)<, Ihll£2(O,T;£2(!l))' (2.3.18) 
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Here, we have used the fact that (cf. Deka and Sinha [59], page 260) 

Similarly, for the term h, we have 

1 

Ch2 (lIflli2(O,T;X) + lIuoll~l(il) + Ilu lli2(o,T;X») 2 

x Ile21Iu(O,T;L2(H»' 

Arguing as in hand 12 , we obtain 

iT iJ4 ids < Ch2ilfilu(o,T;x)IIWhIIL2(o,T;Hl(H» 

< Ch21IIllu(o,T;X) Il e21IU(O,T;U(!!». 

Here, we have used the fact that IlwhIIHl(!!) :::; Clluh - ui.lI£2(!!)' 

(2.3.19) 

(2.3.20) 

For the term J5 , we again recall Lemma 2.2.2 along with Theorem 2.3.2 to have 

1 1 

iT /J5lds < Ch2 (iT Iluhtll~l(!l)dS) 2 (iT IIWhll~l(!!)dS) 2 

< GII2 ( t lT lI'Utll~,(".)dS) llle211L'(o.T;L'(U)). (2.3.21) 

Then combine (2.3.16)-(2.3.21) to have 

Ile21IL2(O,T;£2(Il» :::; Ch2 (Iluoll~l(!!) + Ilflli2(o,T:X) 
2 1 

+ Ilulli2(O,T;X) + ~ Il ut lli2(o.T;H2(!!.») 2, 

which together with Theorem 2.3.1 leads to the following optimal error estimate 

Theorem 2.3.4 Let u and uj, be the solutions of {2.1.1}-{2.1.3} and (2.3.1), respectively. 

Then, for Uo E HJ(D) n H3 (D), 9 = 0 and f E Hl(O, T; Hl(D)) n L2(0. T; X), there is 

a positive constant C independent of h such that 

Ilu - u;,IIL2(O,T;L2(1!» :::; Ch2 (iT Ilfll~ds + Ilu(T) II~ + iT Ilull~ds 

+ t { IIUtll~'(u.)dS) 1. D 
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2.4 Error Estimate for Fully Discrete case 

In this section, we give error estimates for the fully discrete scheme with quadrature. 

Optimal order error estimate in £2(£2) norm is derived. 

In order to discretize (2.3.1) in time. we first divide the interval [0, T] into M 

equally spaced subintervals by the following points 

with t" = nk, k = TIM the time step. Let In = (tn-I, tn] be the n-th sub interval. We 

shall use the finite dimensional space 

SkI! = {¢: [0. T]-+ VI, : ¢IIn E VI, is constant in time}. 

For 1; E Skh, we denote by ¢" the value of ¢ at in and write Sk'h for the restriction to 1" 

of the functions in Skh. Now we introduce the backward difference quotient 

for a given sequence {<pn}~~o C £2(0,). For a given Banach space B and some function 

~ E £2(0, T; B), we write 

~n = 1.:-1 r ~(x, t)dt. 
JIn 

(2.4.1) 

Then, we consider the following fully discrete Galerkin method with quadrature: For 

1 ~ n ~ 111, find w,: E Skh such that 

(2.4.2) 

with w~ = LhUo. 

Before proceeding further, we introduce the following auxiliary discrete problem: 

For n = M, M - 1, ... , 1 find Z;:-l E VI, such that 

(2.4.3) 

with zf;1 = 0 and 

ur" = k- 1! II,.udt. 
In 

We shall need the following stability result for z;:-l satisfying (2.4.3). 
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Lemma 2.4.1 Forz~-1, we have 

M M 

Ilz~ll~l(!l) + L kll~kZJ:IIi,2(!!) ::; L klluP - whlli,2(!l). 
n=1 ,,=1 

Proof. The lemma can be proved by setting Vh = -k~kZh in (2.4.3) and applying the 

argument of [58]. We omit the details. 0 

We need the following interface approximation estimate for z~-1, which is crucial 

to study the £2-norm error estimate. 

Lemma 2.4.2 For z;:-1, we have 

Proof. Let Z,,-1 E X n HJ (D.) be the solution of the following auxiliary problem 

(2.4.4) 

Then applying elliptic regularity estimate (cf. [15]), we have 

(2.4.5) 

We know from (2.4.3) that Z~-1 is the finite clement approximation of Z,,-1 with quadra

ture. Then arguing as in Theorem 3.1 of [20], we have 

IIII n-1 n- 1 11 2 
hZ - zh Hl(!l) < Chllzn-11IxIIIIhZn-l - z;:-lIIHl(!I) 

+ Ch2 11'up - wI: + ~kz;:IIH1(!!) IIIIhzn-1 - z~-lIIHl(!1) 

< Chll,:;n-11IxIIII"zn-l - z;:-lIIHl(!I) 

+ ChiluP - w~ + ~kzJ:II£2(!l) IIIIhz,,-l - z~-lIIHl(n). 

Then apply Lemma 2.2.1 and (2.4.5) to have 

Summing over 71 from n = 1 to 71 = M and applying Lemma 2.4.1, we obtain 

AI M 

L kllzn-1 - z~-lll~l(!l) ::; Ch 2 L klluP - w~IIi,2(!!). (2.4.6) 
n=1 n=1 
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Again using the fact Ilzn-1 1I H1 (lln ::; Ch~ Ilzn-11l x and (2.4.6), we have 

M M M 

L kllz~-llltl(llr) < Ch2 L klluP - whlli2(1l) + Ch L kllzn-111.i 
n=l n=l n=l 

M 

< Ch L klluP - whlli2(ll)' 
n=l 

In the last inequality we have used (2.4.5) and Lemma 2.4.1. 0 

Next, we introduce the interpolant Pk E Skh of u defined by 

- n 11 
P k = k In P"uds. 

Then, for n = 1,2 .... , M it follows from (2.2.15) that 

A ( rt-1 jJ ") A( n-1 -") h ;;It , k = .zlt ' 'U, • 

By setting Vh = k(Pk
n 

- wh) in (2.4.3), we obtain 

CklluP - wKlli2(ll) ::; k(uP - wh' up - P k rt)h + k( -bokZ,:, p k " - Wh)h 

+kA,,(z~-l, Pk
n

) - kA,,(z;:-l, wh) 

which together with (2.4.8) yields 

Again, note that for all v E HJ(D), we have 

Then it is easy to verify from the estimates (2.4.2) and (2.4.10) that 

A( n-1 - ") A (,,-1 ") Zit • U - It Zit • Wh = 

+ ( J\ (n n) ,,-1) 
-uk tl - W" ,zh it' 

(2.4.7) 

(2.4.8) 

(2.4.9) 

(2.4.10) 

(2.4.11) 

Since the solutions concerned are only on 111(D) globally, it is not meaningful to use the 

definition (2.2.13) for evaluation of the term (v, (/Jh)1t for v E X and ¢It E V". Therefore, 
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notations (v, <p"),, and (<Ph, v);, have been introduced and are evaluated by the following 

formulae 

Then, for any v E lIJ (rl) and <Ph E Vi" it is easy to verify the following facts 

and 

_(Vh,<P,,);, = (Vh' (p,.)", Vh E Vh & (V, (p,.)" = (<ph,V)", 

(¢ + 1/), ¢h);, = (¢, ¢h)" + (1};, ¢h)r,. ¢' 1}; E Hd(O), 

I(v, <Ph);, I ::::: Cll v ll£2(!!)II<phll£2(II) 

I(v, <Ph);, - (v, <Ph) I I(L"v, (P,,)h - (Lhv, <Ph) I 
< Ch2

11 Lhv1IHl(H) lI<PhIlHl(n) 

< Ch2I1vIIHl(!!) 1I¢"IIHl(II)' 

Now, estimate (2.4.11) together with (2.4.9) leads to 

C II n nl12 < k(-n n -n p n) 1.( A n p n n) k fi l - Wit £2(11) _ UI - Wh' UI - k h + t\, -UkZh' k - Wh ;, 

Summing over n, we have 

!vI 

+ k(6.k'un
, Z~-1);, - k(6.k'un

, Z;:-1) 

+k( -6.k (un 
- W h), Z~-1);, 

k(- n n - n p n) 7. ( A n p n n) < . UI -Wh'UI - k ,,+,,: -UkZh' k -U " 

+k( Ann n) +k(A n n-1) -UkZh' U - Wh ;, UkU ,Zh ;, 

CLklifiF - whlli2(!!) 
n=1 

!vI !vI 

::::: L k(fiF - W;:, fit - P k
n

)" + L k( -6.kZ!:, P k n - un)" 
n=1 n=1 

(2.4.12) 

(2.4.13) 

Af !vI { 
+ Lk {(6.kun ,Z;:-1h - (6.kun ,z;:-1)) + Lk (-6.kZh,Un 

- Whh 
n=1 n=1 

+( -~k(Un - Wh), z;:-1);,} 

=: 1Vi + 1V2 + 1113 + 1V4 . (2.4.14) 
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Before estimating the fOUl telmb appealing 1Il (2.4.14) we filst rewrite IV4. Using the 

fact that z{:1 = 0 and applying the identity 

M M 

2:(an - an-dbn = aMbM - aouo - 2: an -1(bn - bn- 1) 
n=1 n=l 

to 1\14 with an = zJ: and bn = un - w':. we obtain 

Then Lemma 2.2.4 and Lemma 2.4.1lcads to 

( 

M ) ~ 
11\1415 Ch

2
11 uollH2(1l) ~ kllut -whll~2(!I) (2.4.15) 

Again it is easy to verify from Lemma 2.2.1 and Lemma 2.2.3 that 

M 

2: kllut - P k nllt"'(!I) 5 Ch4-2mllull~2(O,T,X)' m = 0,1. (2.4.16) 
n=l 

Applying (2.4.16) for lVI, we get 

IIV,I .,; c (~kIlUi' - Pk n Ilh(II)) 1 (~kIlUj' - w~ lIi'(II)) ! 

(

M )~ 
< Ch211ull£2(o,T,X) ~ kliuP - WI:"~2(!!) (2.4.17) 

Similarly, for IV2 , use of (2.4.16) and Lemma 2.4.1 leads to 
1 

II V, I .,; C (~kllL'.kZ;: lIi'(II)) , 
1 

X [(~hIlP,n -""lIi'(II)) + (~"II"" - unllhn)) r 
< C(k + 1>') (liulli'(o,T,X) + lIu<llh(o,,.,£,(II)))! (~kllL'.'Zhlli'(II') ! 

1 

< C(k + h2
) (IIull~2(o'T,X) + Ilut"~2(O'TP(I!))) 2 

(2.4.18) 
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Finally, for the term 11/3, we use (2.4.12) to have 

M 

11V31 ::; Ch2 L kll.6.kUnIIHl(n)IIZ;~-lIIHl(n). (2.4.19) 
n=l 

Again, it is easy to see that 

M 

L kll~k'Unll~I(ll) ::; c (lIutlli2(o,T;H2(11Il) + lIutlli2(o,T;H2(112») . 
n=l 

Then apply Lemma 2.4.2 and estimate (2.4.19) to have 

(2.4.20) 

By a simple calculation it follows that 

(2.4.21) 

Then, estimates (2.4.14)-(2.4.15) and (2.4.17)-(2.4.21) yields the following convergence 

result 

Theorem 2.4.1 Let U and Wh be the solutions of the problem {2.1.1}-{2.1.3} and {2.4.2}, 

respectively. Then, for f E Hl(O, T; Hl(0.)), 9 = ° and Uo E HJ(0.) n H3(0.), the 

following L2(U) norm estimate holds 

where BU, Uo, u, Ut) is a function of f, Uo, u, Ut. 0 
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Chapter 3 

Finite Element Method with 

Quadrature for Parabolic Interface 

Problems: Loo(L2) and Loo(Hl) Error 

Estimates 

The purpose of this chapter is to establish some new a priori pointwise-in-time error 

estimates in finite element method with quadrature for parabolic interface problems. 

Due to low global regularity of the solutions, the error analysis of the standard finite 

element methods for parabolic problems is difficult to adopt for parabolic interface prob

lems. In this work, we fill a theoretical gap between standard error analysis technique 

of finite element method for non interface problems and parabolic interface problems. 

Optimal LOO(Hl) and LOO(U) norms error estimates have been derived for the semidis

crete case under practical regularity assumptions of the true solution for fitted finite 

clement method with straight interface triangles. Further, the fully discrete backward 

Euler scheme is also considered and optimal LOO(L2) norm error estimate is established. 

The interface is assumed to be smooth for our purpose. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Let 0 be a convex polygonal uomain in ]R2 with boundary an anu S11 c n be an open 

domain with C 2 smooth boundary r = 801 . Let O2 = 0\01 be an another open domain 

contained in 0 with boundary r u 80 (see. Figure 1.1). In 0 = 0 1 U r u O2 , we consider 

the following parabolic interface problem 

Ut - V' . (/3(x)V'u) = f(x, t) in 0 x (0, T] (3.1.1) 

with initial and boundary conditions 

U(x,O) = Uo in 0; u(x. t) = ° on 80 x (0, T] (3.1.2) 

and jump conditions on the interface 

[u] = 0, [/3~~] = g(x, t) along r x (0, T], (3.1.3) 

where the symbol [v] is a jump of a quantity () across the interface r anu n is the 

unit outward normal to the boundary 801. The coefficient function /3 is positive and 

piecewise constant, i. e. 

/3(x) = /3i for x E Oi, i = 1,2. 

Here, f = f(x, t) and 9 = g(x, t) are real valued functions defined in 0 x (0, T] and 

r x (0. T], respectively. Throughout this chapter, wc assume Uo E HJ(O) n H3(0). 

Although a good number of articles is devoted to the convergence of finite clement 

solution of parabolic interface problems in £2(U) and £2(H1
) norms, but pointwisc-in

time error analysis is mostly missing. More recently, Deka and Sinha ([27]) have studied 

the pointwise-in-time convergence in finite element. method for parabolic int.erface prob

lems. They have shown optimal error estimates in £00(H 1) and £00(£2) norms under 

the assumption that grid line exactly follow the actual interface. This may causes some 

technical difficult.ies in practice for t.he evaluat.ion of the intcgrals over those curved cl

ements near the interface. Further, it may be computationally inconvenient to fit the 

mesh to an arbitrary interface exactly, a finite element discretization based on previous 

chapter is considered. In this work, we arc able to show that the standard crror analysis 

technique of finite element method can be extended to parabolic interface problems. Op

timal order pointwise-in-time error estimatcs in the £2 and HI norms are cstablished for 
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the semidiscrcte scheme. In addition, a fully discrete method based on backward Euler 

time-stepping scheme is analyzed and related optimal pointwise-in-time error bounds 

are derived. To the best of our knowledge, optimal pointwise-in-time error estimates 

for a finite element di~cretization based on [15] have not been established earlier for the 

parabolic interface problem. The achieved estimates are analogous to the case with a 

regular solution, however, due to low regularity, the proof requires a careful technical 

work coupled with a approximation result for the linear interpolant. Other technical 

tools used in this work are Sobolev embedding inequality, approximation properties 

for elliptic projection, duality arguments and some known results on elliptic interface 

problems. 

A brief outline of this chapter chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce 

some notation, recall some basic results from the literature and prove some approxima

tion properties related to the auxiliary projection used in our analysis. While Section 

3.3 is devoted to the error analysis for the semidiscrete finite element approximation, 

error estimates for the fully discrete backward Euler time stepping scheme are derived 

in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Notations and Preliminaries 

In order to introduce the weak formulation of the problem, we now recall the local 

bilinear form Al (.,.) : Hl(0.I ) X Hl(0.I ) -t lR by 

Al(w,v) = r fJl"Vw· "Vvdx. l = 1,2. in l 

Then the global bilinear map A(·,·) : HJ(0.) x !1J(n) -t lR is defined by 

A(w, v) r /-J(;J.;)"Vw, "Vud:r: 
il! 
Al(W, v) + A2(W, v) '\I w, v E Hd(0.). (3.2.1 ) 

The weak form for the problem (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) is defined as follows: Find u : (0, T] -t 

HJ(0.) such that 

(Ut,v) +A(u,v) = (j,v) + (g,v)r '\Iv E Hd(0.), a.e. t E (O,T] (3.2.2) 

with u(x,O) = 7.lo(x). Here, (-,.) and (-, ')r are used to denote the inner products of 

L2(0.) and L2(f) spaces, respectively. 
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x 

r 

K, 

D 

Figure 3.1: Interface triangles J( and S along with interface r 

Regarding the regularity for the solution of the interface problem (3.1.1)-(3.1.3), 

we have borrowed the following result from previous chapter. 

Theorem 3.2.1 Let f E Hl(O, T; £2(0,)) n L2(0, T; Hl(O,)), 9 E H2(0, T; H2(r)) and 

Uo E 1I3(0')nII6(O). Then solutwn U E L2(0, T; XnII6(O))nHl(0, T; [}(O)nII2(0'1)n 

H2(0'2)). 0 

In this chapter, the convergence analysis has been carried out for g(x, t) I- ° 
on r x [0, T) and accordingly we need some relevant notations. Further, notations 

Ah (-, .), (., .)" and finite dimensional space Vi, are with same meaning as in previous 

chapter. 

Let X* be the collection of all v E [}(n) wlth the plOperty that v E 1I2 (n1) n 

H2(0'2) n {'lj; : 'lj; = ° on C/O,} and [v] = ° along r. Since r is of class C2, thus 

Vz = vi!!" '/, = 1, 2 can be extended to Vz E H2(0,) such that 

For the existence of such extensions, we refer to Stein [62]. Further, we have a C 2 

function ¢ in [C, B] (sec, Figure 3.1) such that (c.f. [29]) 

and hence 
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Let IIh : C(r2) ----+ Vh be the Lagrange interpolation operator corresponding to the 

space Vh . Then, for K E Th and v E X*, we now define 

VI = { 
IIhVI if J{ ~ r2~ 

IIhV2 if K ~ r2~. 
(3.2.3) 

Following the lines of proof for Lemma 2.2.3 in [2], it is possible to obtain the following 

optimal error bounds for linear interpolant VI in X*. We include the proof for the 

completeness of this work. 

Lemma 3.2.1 For any V E X*, we have 

Proof. For HI norm estimate, we have 

!Iv - VIIIHl(llJ) + Ilv - VIIIHl(1l2) 
< L Ilv - VIIIHl(K) + L {llv - VIIIHI(Kd + Ilv - VIIIHl(K2)} 

KET,.\li KE/? 

~ Ch{lIvIIH2(1!J) + IlvIIH2(1!2)} 
+ L {llv - VI\IHl(Kd + Ilv - VIIIHI(K2)}' 

KE/i 

(3.2.4) 

Here, KI = Knn l and K2 = Knn2. Again, for any K E Th either K ~ n~ or K ~ n~. 

Let K ~ O?, then VI = IIhVI and hence, we have 

IIV - vIIIHI(KJ) IlvI - IIhVIIIHI(KJ) ~ IlvI - II"VIIIHI(K) 

< ChllvlllH2(K) ~ ChllvIIIH2(1l1)' 

3(p-2) 
Ilv - vIIIHl(K2) < Ch~llv - vIllw 1,p(K2) \fp> 2 

Chllv - vIllw 1,6(K2 ) = Chllv2 - IIhVlllw 1,6(K2) 

< Chllv2 - vlllw1,6(K2) + Chllvl - II"VI!lW1,6(K2) 

< Chllv2 - vlllw 1,6(K) + Chllvl - II"Vlllw1,6(K) 

< Chllf!2 - vIIIH2(S2) + ChllvlllH2(K) 

< ChllvIIIH2(!2) + Chllv21lH2(1l) 
< Ch(llvIIH2(1!J) + IlvIIH2(1!2))' 
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Then Lemma 3.2.1 follows immediately from the estimates (3.2.4)-(3.2.6). 0 

Let Y* be the collection of all v E L2(n) such that v E H1(n1) n Hl(n2) n {¢ : 

¢ = 0 on on} with [v] = 0 along r. For any v E Y*, we define 

(3.2.7) 

Remark 3.2.1 Elliptic projection Rh defined by (3.2.7) is analogous to the projection 

Ph defined by (2.2.15) in Chapter 2. Only difference is the domain of definition. While 

Ph is defined on X = {¢ E L2(0) n H2(nd n H2(n2): ¢ = 0 on on & [¢] = 0 = 
[,8ov / on] = 0 on r}, operator R" is defined on a mOTe general space Y*. Further, 

existence of operator Rh can be verified by Lax-Milgram lemma. 0 

The following lemma shows that optimal approximation of Rh can be derived for 

v E X*. 

Lemma 3.2.2 Let Rh be defined by {3.2.7}, then for any v E X* there is a positive 

constant C independent of the mesh parameter h such that 

(aJ IIR/tv - vIIHl(1l1) + IIRhV - vIIHl(1l2) :::; Ch(llvIIH2(1lJ) + Il v IIH2(\!2»)' 

{b} IIRhv - vll£2(\!) :::; Ch2(llvIIH2(\!J} + Il v IIH2(\l2»)' 

Proof. Coercivity of each local bilinear map and the definition of Rh projection leads to 

IIV - RhVII~l(!!J) + Ilv - RhVII~1(\l2) 

~ C{Al(V - Rhv, V - 1)h) + A2(v - Rhv, V - W.)} 

+CA1(v,Vh - R/tv) - CAl(RhV,V/t - RhV) 

+CA2(v,Vh - RhV) - CA2(Rhv,Vh - RhV) 

= C{Al(V - Rhv, V - Vh) + A2(v - Rhv, 11 - Vh)} 

+C{A}JRhv,Vh - RhV) - Al(R"v, v" - RhV)} 

+C{A~(Rh'{),Vh - Hh'/!) - Jl2(RhV,Vh - R/tv)} 

= C{Al(V - Rhv, V - Vh) + A2(V - R/tv, V - Vh)} 

+C{Ah(R"v, Vh - RhV) - A(R/tv , Vh - R/tv)}. 
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Then it follows from Lemma 2.2.2 and Young's inequality that 

IIv - RhVll11(!11) + IIv - RhvII11(!12) 

::; cllv - Rhv II Hl(!l1l IIv - VhllHl(!11l + cllv - RhVllHl(!l2) IIv - VhllHl(1l2) 

+ChllRhVIIHl(!1)IIVh - RhVllHl(!l) 

C 
::; £11(1 - RhvII11(!l1l + -llv - vhlltl(!11) + cil'll - Rhvlltl(!12) 

f 

C 112 Ch
2 

2 2 +-IIV - Vh Hl(!12) + -IIRhvIIHl(ll) + fllvh - RhVllHl(!l)' 
E f 

Again applying the fact IIRhVllHl(n) ::; C(llvllHl(1l1) + IlvllHl(n2») and for suitable E > 0, 

we have 

Ilv - RhvII11(!11) + IIv - Rhv lltl(!l2) < Cllv - vhll11( 121) + Cllv - vhlltl(!l2) 

+Ch2 {II v ll11(I!J) + II v ll11(!12)}' 

Now, setting Uh = 'II] and then using Lemma 3.2.1, we have 

This completes the proof of part (a) of Lemma 3.2.2. 

For L2 norm error estimate, we will use the duality argument. For this purpose, 

we consider the following interface problem 

- \7 . (fJ\7 <p) = v - Rh v 

with the boundary condition ¢ = ° on aD and interface conditions [¢] = 0, [fJ~~] = 0 

along r. 
Now, multiply the above equation by W E y* and thell integrate over D to have 

(3.2.8) 

Let <Ph E Vj, be the finite element approximation to ¢ defined as: Find ¢h E Vh such that 

Arguing as in part (a), it can be concluded that 

\\¢ - ¢hllHl(!lJ) + II¢ - ¢hIIHl(!l2) 

::; C(II¢ - whllHl(OJ) + II¢ - whIlHl(!12») 

+Ch(II¢IIH2(!11l + 1I¢IIH2(!12») VWh E Vh. 
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Let ¢I be defined as in (3.2.3) and then set 'Wh = ¢I to have 

II¢ - ¢h\lHl(!ll) + \I¢ - ¢h\lHl(!l2) < Gh(\I¢\lH2(!ld + \I¢\lH2(!!2») 

< Gh\lv - Rhv\I£2(f!). 

In the last inequality, we used the elliptic regularity estimate \I¢\lx ~ C\lv - Rhv\l£2(!!) 

(cf. [15]). Thus, we have 

(3.2.10) 

Since [v-Rhv] = 0 along rand V-RhV E L2(D)nHl(DdnHl(D2)n{?fJ :?fJ = 0 on aD}, 

therefore, set 'W = V - R"v in (3.2.8) to have 

\Iv - Rhv\lI2(\!) A1(¢, v - RhV) + A2(¢, v - R"v) 

= Al(¢ - ¢h,V - RhV) + A2(¢ - ¢h,V - RhV) 

+{Al(¢h' v - RhV) + A2(¢h, V - RhV)} 

< C\lcP - cPh\lHl(!!ll\lV - Rhv\lHl(!!ll 

+C/I¢ - ¢hIIHl(!!2)\lV - RhUIIHl(!!2) 

+{Al(cPh' v) + A2(cPh, v)} - {Al(cPh' RhV) + A2(cPh, RhV)} 

< Chllv - Rhv\l£2(!!) . Gh(ll v IIH2(!!1l + IIVIIH2(!!2») 

+Ah(Rhv, cPh) - A(R"v, cPh) 

Ch2
1111 - RhVIIL2(!!)(llvIIH2(!!1l + \lV\lH2(!!2») 

+{Ah(Rhv, ¢h) - A(Rhv, ¢h)} 

_. Gh211v - RhVIIL2(1l)(llvIIH2(\!1) + IlvIIH2(!!2») + (J). 

Now, we apply Lemma 2.2.2 to have 

I(J)I < Ch L \lRhv\lHl(K)\lcPh\lHl(K) 
KETr 

< Gh L \lRhvIIHl(Kll\l¢"IIH1(Kll 
Kl 

+Gh L \lRhv\lHl(K2)llcPh\lHl(K2) 
K2 

= Uh + Uh· 
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Again, using part (a) and estimate (3.2.10), we have 

II RhVIIHl(1<2) II <Ph IIHl(1<2) 

~ {IIRhv - VIIHl(1<2) + IIVIIHl(1<2)}{II¢h - ¢IIHl(1<2) + 11¢IIHl(1<2)} 

~ {IIRhv - VIIHl(I!2) + IIV21IHl(1<2)}{II<ph - <pIIHl(1!2) + 1I<pIIHl(1<2)} 

~ C{hllvIIH2(!!1) + hIIVIIH2(112) + IIV21IHl(1<)} 

X{hllv - R"VII£2(ll) + 11<pIIHl(K)}. 

Setting p = 4 in the Sobolev embedding inequality (cf. [62, 63]) 

IlvIILP(1<2) ::; Cp~ IlvllHl(K2) Vv E Hl(K2)' P> 2 

and further, using Holder's inequality, we obtain 

IIV21IL2(1<) + lIV'v21IL2(1<) 

< Ch~II'U21IL1(K) + Ch~IIV"U21IL1(1<) 
< Ch~ Ilv21IHl(1<) + Ch~ II V'V2 II HI (1<) 

< Ch~ I\'iJ21IH2(1<) ~ Ch~ IIV21IH2(1!2)' 

(3.2.13) 

(3.2.14) 

(3.2.15) 

where we have used the fact that meas(K) ~ Ch2
. Similarly, for 11<pIIHl(1<)' we have 

(3.2.16) 

Combining (3.2.13)-(3.2.16), we have 

IIR"vIIHl(1<2) II<ph IIHl(1<2) 

::; Ch{lIv IIH2(lItl + IlvIIH2(U2)}llv - Rhvll£2(!!)· 

Therefore, for (Jh, we have 

(3.2.17) 

Similarly, for (J) 1, we have 

(3.2.18) 

Then, using the estimates (3.2.17) and (3.2.18) in (3.2.12), we have 

(3.2.19) 
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Finally, (3.2.11) and (3.2.19) leads to the following optimal L2 norm estimate 

This completes the rest of the proof. 0 

Let gh E Vh be the linear interpolant of 9 given by 

mh 

gh = L g(Pj)cI>J, 
j=1 

where {cI>j} 7:1 is the set of standard nodal basis functions corresponding to the nodes 

{Pj } j:l on the interface r. Following the argument of [15] it is possible to obtain the 

following approximation property of gh to the interface function g. 

Lemma 3.2.3 Let 9 E H2(r). If Or is the union of all interface triangles then we have 

Proof. It follows from [15] (sec, page 186) that 

/' gVhds - /' ghvhds 
), )"h 

:::; Ch?llgIIH2(1')llvhIIHl(!l[) + Ch3/21IgIIH2(dlvhIIL2(!1r) \lvh E Vlt· 

Arguing as in (3.2.15), we obtain 

II Vhll£2(!l;.) = L Il vhll£2(K) 
KET.r 

< Ch1
/
2 L IlvhIIL1(K) :::; Chl/21IvhIIHl(!lr)' 

KETr 

The desire result follows immediately from the above two estimates. 0 

3.3 Error Analysis for the Semidiscrete Scheme 

III this section, we discuss the sernidiscrde finite element method for the problem (3.1.1)

(3.1.3) and derive optimal error estimates in L2 and HI norms. 
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The continuous-time Galerkin finite element approximation to (3.2.2) is stated 

as follows: Find Uh : [0, T] --7 Vh such that Uh(O) = RhUo and 

(3.3.1) 

Write the error e(t) = U - Uh = U - RhU + Rhu - Uh = P + e, with p = U - Rhu 

and e = R"u - u", Again, using (3.2.7) for v = U E X* and further differentiating with 

respect to t, we have 

Also, 

From the above two equations, we have 

Setting Vh = (Rhu)t - RhUt in the above equation, we obtain (RhU)t = RhUt. 

Now, by the definition Rh operator, (3.2.2) and (3.3.1), we obtain 

((RhU)t - Uht,Vh)h + Ah(RhU - Uh,Vh) 

(HhUt, Vh)h + Ah(Rh ll , Vh) - (Uht, Vh)h - Ah( Uh· Vh) 

(RhUt, Vh)" + A(u, Uh) - (I, Vh)h - (gh, Uh)rh 

{(RhUt, 1Jhh - (Rhllt, nh)} + {(j, iJh) - (f, 'lJh)h} 

+{ (g, Vh)r - (gh, Vh)rJ + (-Pt. Vh). 

For Vh = e, we have 

(et , e)h + cllell~l(\!) < Ch21IRhUtIIHl(!l)1181IHl(rI) + Ch21IfIIH2(rI)1I81IHl(!l) 

+Ch2 1IgIIH2(r) IJeIIHl(llr) + Cllptll£2(Il) 11 811£2(11) 

< C€ (1Iptlli2(!2) + h4{IIRhUtI111(!I) + 11f1112(!2) 

+llgI112(r)}) + C(E)11811~1(1l)' 
Here, we have used Lemma 2.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.3. Integrating the above equation form 

° to t and using Lemma 3.2.2, we obtain 

119( t) lIi,(!» oS Ch'l ( t, II U t lilt, (!>,) + II J IIlt,(!» + IIglI~'(r)) ds (3.3.2) 
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Now, combining Lemma 3.2.2 and (3.3.2), we have the following optimal pointwise-in

time L2-norm error estimates. 

Theorem 3.3.1 Let u and u" be the solutions of the problem {3.1.1}-{3.1.3} and {3.3.1}, 

respectively. Assume that Uh(O) = R"uo. Then there exists a constant C independent of 

h such that 

lIe(tlII L'(Il) < Ch' [lIulix + (1' { t II UtlllP(II,) 

+lI/lIk'(Il) + 11911;',(1') }dS) lj. 0 

For HI-norm estimate, we first use Lemma 3.2.2 to have 

2 2 

L IIp(t)IIHI(n,) ~ Ch L Il u IIH2(H,). 
i=1 

Applying inverse estimate (2.2.12), we obtain 

lIe(t)IIHI(II) < ch- I lle(t)II£2(II) 
I 

< C h - 'h' [1' ( t Ilutllj"IIl,) + 1I/1I;"(Il) + lIyll;"(r)) ds r 
I 

= C h [ l' ( t IIUt Ilk'lll,) + II! Ilk'lll) + lIyII k'(l') ) ds r 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

Combining (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), we have the following optimal pointwise-in-time HI-norm 

error estimates. 

Theorem 3.3.2 Let'U and Uh be the solutions of the problem {3.1.1}-{3.1.3} and {3.3.1}, 

respectively. Assume that 1£,,(0) = R"uo. Then there exists a constant C independent of 

h such that 

lIe(tlII H'(II) < Ch [IIUlix + (1' {t lIutllk'(II,) 

+lI/lIi"(Il) + lIyll;,,(r)} dS) lj. 0 
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3.4 Error Analysis for the Fully Discrete Scheme 

A fully discrete scheme based on backward Euler method is proposed and analyzed in 

this section. Optimal £2 norm error estimate is obtained for fully discrete scheme. 

We first partition the interval [0. T] into M equally spaced subintervals by the 

following points 

0= to < tl < ... < tJVI = T 

with tn = nk, k = ~, be the time step. Let In = (tn-I, tnJ be the n-th subinterval. Now 

we introduce the backward difference quotient 

¢n _ ¢n-l 
~k¢n = k ' 

for a given sequence {¢n}~~o C L2(n). For ¢(t) E 11", we denote ¢n be the value of ¢ at 

t = tn. 

The fully discrete finite element approximation to the problem (3.2.2) is defined 

as follows: For n = 1, ... , M, find un E 11" such that 

(3.4.1) 

with UO = RhUo. For each n = 1, ... , M. the existence of a unique solution to (3.4.1) 

can be found in [15J. We then define the fully discrete solution to be a piecewise constant 

function Uh(x-, t) in time and is given by 

We now prove the main result of this section in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.4.1 Let U and U be the solutions of the problem {3.1.1}-{3.1.3} and {3·4.1}, 

respectively. Assume that UO = RhUo. Then there exists a constant C independent of h 

and k such that 

2 

::::; C(h2 + k){ IluollH2(n) + Illgnlll + II Uttll£2(O,T;£2(H)) + L IIUtll£2(o,T;H2(H.))}. 
t=1 
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Proof. We write the error un - ,un at time tn as 

un _ un = (un _ RhUn) + (Rhun _ un) ::::: en + pn 

where en = un - Rhun and pn = R"un - un. 

For en, we have the following error equation 

(6. kfr, Uh)" + A,,(en
, Uh) 

= (-6. k Rhun + 6. k Un
, Vh)h + Ah( -RhUn + un, Vh) 

= (6. k Un
, Vh)h + Ah(Un

, Vh) - (6. k Rhun
, Vh)h - Ah(Rhun

, VIt) 

= (r, Vh) + (9/:, Vh)r" - (6.k Rhun, Vh)h - A(un, Vh) 

= (r. Vh) + (9/:, Vh)rh - (6.k Rhun, Vh)h 

+( u;', Vh) - un, Vh) - (9n, Vh)r 

::::: -(Wn,Vh) + {(6. k Rhun ,Vh) - (6. k Rhun ,Vh)h} 

+{ (9/:, Vh) i'h - (gn, v,,)r'}, (3.4.2) 

where wn = 6. k R"un - {j~. For simplicity of the exposition, we write wn = lUlt + 1U2:, 

where wI = Rh6.kun 
- 6.kun and w2: = 6.kun - u~. 

Now, setting v" = (}r! in (3.4.2), we have 

(6.k(}n, (}n)h + Ah( (}n, (}r!) = _( w't, (}r!) + {(6.kR"un , (}Tt) - (6.kRhun, en)d 

+{ (9/:, en)rh - (gn, en)r}. (3.4.3) 

Since Ah(en, en) 2 CII(}Tt lltl(I2)' we have 

Ilenll£2(!!) ~ kllwrtIIL2(H) + lI(}n-1 1I L2 (H) + Ch2k~IIRh6.kUTtIIHl(H) 
+ch2d II gr!IIH2(r) 

n Tt 

< Il eo II L 2(H) + k L Ilw{II£2(!l) + k L IIw~II£2(!l) 
J=1 J=1 

n n 

+Ch2/J L Ilw{IIHl(!l) + Ch2 /J L l16. k uJ IIHl(!l) 
J=1 
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In 0 1, the term wi can be expressed as 

where 'Ut, Z = 1, 2 is the restriction of 1t 1Il Ot and 'Ut,t = ~. 
An application of Lemma 3.2.2 leads to 

Similarly, we obtain 

Using above two estimates, we have 

(3.4.5) 

Similarly, for the term 1V2, we have 

and hence 

Summing over J from J = 1 to J = fl, we obtain 

(3.4.6) 

Arguing as in (3.4.5), we obtain 

k t IlwiIIHl(n) :S Ch ltn {t II'UtIIH2(n.) }dt. 
J=1 0 t=1 

(3.4.7) 

Combining (3.4.4) - (3.4.7) and using the fact that 

n .~ 2 

k L II~k'UJlltl(U) S C j {L II Utlltl(Il.) }dt, 
J=1 0 t=1 
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we obtain 

II&nII L2 (!!) < C(h2 + k) 

x [ t, { II u, II £' (O,T;H' (ll,)) + II u" II £' (O,T;£' (ll.)) } + III g" III J. (3.4.8) 

An application of Lemma 3.2.2 for pn yields 

2 

IIpn ll£2(!2) ::; Ch2 L lI'u,n Il H2 (!I,). 

,=1 

Again, it is easy to verify that 

Thus, we have 

2 

IIpn
Il L2 (!!) ::; Ch

2{lI uO Il H 2(!!) + L II Ut IlL2(O,T;H2(!I,))}. (3.4.9) 
,=1 

Combining (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) the desired estimate is easily obtained. This completes 

the proof. 0 
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Chapter 4 

FEM for Parabolic 

Integro-Differential Equations with 

Interfaces: L2(L2) and L2(Hl) Error 

Estimates 

III this chaptcr, convergence of finite clemcnt method for a cla.<;s of parabolic integro

differential equations with discontinuous coefficients are analyzed. Optimal L2(U) and 

L2(Hl) HorIllS are shown to hold when the finite element space consists of piecewise 

linear functions on a mesh that do not [t'quire to fit exactly to the interface. Both 

continuous time and discrete time Galerkin methods are discussed for arbitrary shape 

but smooth interfaces. 

4.1 Introduction 

In this work, we consider the following parabolic integra-differential equation 

Ut(:r, t) - 'V. (,8'V U (:1;, t)) = f(:1" t) + lot 13(L, s)u(s)ds in 0 x (0, TJ (4.1.1) 

with initial and boundary conditions 

u(x,O) = uo(x) ill n & u(x, t) = 0 on an x (0, TJ ( 4.1.2) 
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where S1 = S11 U r U O2 is a convex polygonal domain in IR2 with boundary 8n and 

S11 C S1 is an open domain with C2 smooth boundary r = 8fh. Let S12 = S1\S11 (see, 

Figure 1.1). Coefficient f3(x) is positive and piecewise constant. We write 

f3(x) = f3t for x E S1 t , i = 1, 2, 

and B (t, s) is a first order partial differential operator of the form 

) 
~ ) (fu(:c, 8) 

B(t,s u(s) = 6bk(x;t,s ax +u(x,s). 
k=l k 

For compatibility of the problem (4.1.1)-(4.1.2), we assume that the solution 

u(x, t) satisfies the following jump conditions on the interface r 

lu] ~ 0, [,,(X) ~~ 1 ~ ° .long [' x (0, TI· (4.1.3) 

The symbol [v] is a jump of a quantity v across the interface rand n denotes the unit 

outward normal to the boundary 80,1. 

Coefficients of B( t, s) satisfy the following assumption: there exists positive con

stant K1 such that 

1 ( )1 
1

8bk(1:;t,s)II'( )1' (] bk x; t, s, 8Xk ,bk x; t, S :s; [\1 ill 0, X 0, T , k = 1, 2, 

b~(x; t. s), k = 1, 2, is the partial derivative of bk with respect to s. 

homogeneous term f = f(:J:.l) and initial data uo(:r) arc given functions. 

(4.1.4) 

The non-

For the finite element treatment of parabolic integro-differential equation with 

discontinuous coefficients. we refer to Pradhan et. al. ([54]). They have discussed a 

non-iterative domain decomposition procedure for parabolic integro-differential equation 

with interfaces and related a priori error estimates are derived. Numerical solutions 

by means of finite element Galerkin procedures for the parabolic integro-differential 

equation without interface can be found in [10, 12, 42, 48, 64, 66, 67]. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows: While Section 4.2 introduces the 

regularity of the problem, finite element discretization and approximation properties of 

some auxiliary projection, Section 4.3 is concerned on the convergence of semi discrete 

finite element solutioll to the exact solution. Sectioll 4.4 is devoted to the fully discrete 

error analysis. 
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4.2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we shall study the regularity and the finite element approximation to 

the solution of the interface problems (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) under the appropriate regularity 

conditions on f and Uo· 

Since we limit ourselves to finite element analysis, we only concern auout the 

regularity of the weak solution u for the interface problem (4.1.1)-(4.1.3). Let A(.,.) and 

B(t, s;.,.) be the bilinear forms on Hl(0.) x Hl(0.) corresponding to the operators l

and B(t, s), respectively i.e., 

A(w,v) = 1 (J(x)'lw.'lvdx, 
!! 

and 

B(t,s;u(s),¢) = /' {tbk(X;t,S)8U~:'S) +u(x,s)}¢ dx. 
in k=l k 

Under the assumption (4.1.4), for ¢ E U(O, T; HJ(0.)) and 'lj; E L2(0, T; L2(0.)), it is 

easy to see that 

IB(t, s; ¢(s), w(t))1 :::; CII¢(x, S)IIHI(!!)II'lj;(x, t)II£2(II)' 

For 1; E L2(0, T; Y) with [1;] = ° along r x (0, T] and 1; = ° on 80. x (0, T], and 

'lj; E L2(0,T;Hl(0.)), we have 

1 b . 'l1;ljJdx r b· 'l ¢ljJdx + j' b· 'l ¢ljJdx 
inl n2 
l hlji . n¢l ds - l b'lj; . n¢2ds 

- j' 'l. (b'lj; )¢dx - /' 'l. (b'lj; )¢dx 
III ill2 

- /' 'l. (bljJ)¢dx. 
in 

This together with assumption (4.1.4) leads to 

and hence 
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Here, we have assumed that cP E Hl(O, T; Y) with [cPs] = ° along r x (0, T] and cPs = ° 
on ao x (0, T]. 

Then the weak formulation is defined as: Find U : [0, T] -+ HJ(O) such that 

(Ut, v) + A(u, v) = (j, v) + lt B(t, s; u(s), v)ds Vv E HJ(O), t E (0, T] 

with u(O) = UQ. 

(4.2.1) 

Clearly the problem (4.2.1) has a unique solution '(f, E I.} (0, T; IIJ(O)). Regarding 

the regularity for the solution of the problem (4.2.1), we have the following result. 

Theorem 4.2.1 Let 1 E Hl(O, T; L2(0)) and Uo E HJ(O). Then the problem (4.2.1) 

has a unique solution 1£ E L2(0, T; X n HJ(n)) n Hl(O, T; Y). 

Proof. We consider the following parabolic interface problem: Find U : [0, T] -+ HJ(O) 

such that 

(Ut, v) + A(u, v) = (I + lt B(t, s)u(s)ds, v) Vv E HJ(Q), t E (0. T] (4.2.2) 

with u(O) = 110 and ['Ii,] = 0 = [/:;ig~] along r x (0, T]. Then using the regularity result 

for the parabolic interface problems (cf. [15], [39]), we have 

Now, subtracting (4.2.2) from (4.2.1), we have 

(Ut - Ut. v) + A(u - U, v) = ° Vv E HJ(O), t E (0. T]. (4.2.3) 

Setting v = U - U E HJ(Q) in (4.2.3), we have 

~ :lliu - ulli2(1l) + A(u - U, u - u) = 0. 

Integrating from ° to t and using the fact 1£(0) = Uo = u(O), we obtain 

~llu - tilli2(!!) + j.t A(tt - fi, u - u)ds = ° 
2 Q 

which implies u(:r. t) = 1i(:2", t) in 0 x [0, T] and this completes the rest of the proof. 0 
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Remark 4.2.1 Prom (4.2.2), it is clear that ii satisfies the following equation 

fi. t + £fj, = h(x, l) in 0 x (0, T] 

with h(x, t) = f(x, t) + J; B(t, s)u(s)ds. Then it follows from Theorem 2.2.1 in Chapter 

2 that ii E H2(0, T; L2(r2)) provided f E H2(0, T; L2(r2)), f(x,O) E H2(r2) and Uo E 

HJ(O) n H3 (r2). 0 

Let Til be a triangulation of domain 0 as defined in Chapter 2 and Vil be a 

family of finite dimensional subspaces of HJ(O) based on Th consisting of piecewise 

linear functions vanishing on the boundary 80. For a triangulation Th, triangles with 

one or two vertices on r are called the interface triangles. 

For our convenience, we also recall the elliptic projection Ph : X -+ Vi! defined as 

(4.2.4) 

and standard L2 projection Lh : L2(0) -+ Vi! defined by 

(4.2.5) 

The space X is as defined in Chapter 2. 

The following result plays a crucial role in our subsequent analysis. For a proof, 

we refer to Lemma 3.3 of [59] 

Lemma 4.2.1 If OJ, is the union of all interface triangles, then we have 

Further, we need the following approximation properties 

Lemma 4.2.2 If T; is the collection of all interface triangles, then 

L IIV'Vhll~2(k) :s; Ch L IIV'Vhlli2(K) VVh E Vh· 
KETf KETf 

Proof. Suppose K E T; and k is either K1 or K 2 , Kl = K n Oi for i = 1,2. More 

precisely, k = K 1 if K c O~ and k = K 2 if [( c O~. Assume [( C O~, as shown in 

Figure 3.1. 
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Since, '<:/Vh E Vi!, I'VVhl is constant in K E Th, thus we have 

( I'VVhl2dx ik 
C2 k dx, C = I'VVhl = constant 

C 2 meas(k). 

Again integrating over K and using the fact meas(k) :s: Chk, we have 

- 2 
= meas(K)II'VVhll£2(K) 

< Ch1-II'VVhlli2(K)' 

Further, apply the fact that meas(K) ~ Ch'i and summing over K E 'Tr*, we have 

L II'VVhll~2(j() :s: Ch L II'VVhlli2(K)' 
KETi KETi 

This completes the proof of the lemma 4.2.2. 0 

4.3 Continuous Time Galerkin Finite Element 

In this section, an attempt is made to carryover known results for semidiscrete finite 

element Galerkin method for a parabolic equation to an integro-differential equation of 

parabolic type. Optimal order convergence results are obtained in £2(£2) and £2(Hl) 

norms. 

The continuous time Galerkin finite clement approximation to (4.2.1) is stated 

as: Find Uh : [0, T] -+ Vi! such that 

(Uht,Vh) +A,JUh,Vh) = (J,Vh) + it B(t,S;Uh(S),Vh)ds '<:/Vh E Vh (4.3.1) 

with Uh(O) = £hUO. Subtracting (4.3.1) from (4.2.1), we have 

(Ut - Uht, Vh) + A(u - 1[h, v,,) Ah(llh, Vh) - A(Uh, Vh) 

+ it B(t,S;(U-Uh)(S),Vh)ds '<:/Vh E Vh. (4.3.2) 
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Define the error e(t) as e(t) = u(t) -'Uh(t). Setting Vi! = Lh'U in (4.3.2) and using (4.2.5), 

we obtain 

1 d 2 () "2 dt IleIIL2(!l) + A e, e 

{Ah( 'Uh, Lh'U - 'Uh) - A( 'Uh, Lh'U - 'Uh)} + ~ ! II'U - L h'Ulli2(!l) 

+A(e, 'U - Lh'U) + lo·t B(t, s; e(s), Lh'U - 1l)ds 

j't 

+ 0 B(t,s;e(s),'u-Uh)ds. 

Then use coercivity and continuity of A(.,.) to have 

~ :t Il elli2(!l) + Clle(t)II~I(!!) 
1 d I 2 ::; IAh(Uh, LhU - Uh) - A(Uh, Lh'u - uh)1 + "2 dt I U - Lh'UIIL2(!!) 

rt 1 

+Clle(t) IIHI(!!) 11'U - Lh'UIIHI(!l) + C ()o Ile(s) 111I(!!)ds) 211u - Lh'UII£2(!!) 

+C (it Ile( s) 11~1(f1)ds ) ~ Ile( t) IIL2(!!) 

1 d II 2 ::; IAh(Uh, Lh'U - Uh) - A(Uh, Lh'u - 'Uh)1 + "2 dt 'U - LhuIIU(!l) 

+C(t)lle(t)II~I(n) + CEllu - Lh'ull~I(f1) + C. ,It Ile(s)II~I(f1)ds 
+C(E)llu - Lhulli2(!!) + CE it Ile(s)II~I(\!)ds + C(E)lle(t)II~I(!!)' 

Now, integrating from 0 to t and setting suitable E, we obtain 

it Ile(s)111I(\!)ds ::; it IAh(Uh, Lh'U - Uh) - A(Uh, Lh'U - uh)lds 

1 ) 2 t 2 +"2II'U(t) - Lhu(t IIL2(!!) + C )0 11'U - Lh'UIIHI(!!)ds 

+C lo't 1T Ile(s) 11~I(n)dsdT 

(Ih + (Ih + (Ih + C it iT Ile(s)II~I(\!)dsdT. (4.3.3) 
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For the term (Ih, use Lemma 2.2.2 and Lemma 2.2.4 to have 

and hence 

IAh(Uh, L"u - u,,) - A(Uh, L,,'u - 'Uh) I 
:::; Chllu"IIHl(n) IIL"u - UhIIHl(n) 

:::; ChIIUhIIHl(!!)IILhu - UIIHl(!!) + ChIIUhIIHl(!!)lle(t)IIHl(!!) 
:::; CEh21Iuhll~1(!!) + C(E)IIL"u - UII~l(I!) + C(E)lle(t)ll~l(!!) 
:::; CEh21Iuhll~1(!!) + C(E)h21Iu(x, t)11i: + C(E)lle(t)ll~l(!!) 

(1)1 < CEh2it Ilu"ll~l(!!)ds + C(f)h2 i
t 
Ilu(x, s)lli:ds 

+C(E) it Ile(s)ll~l(!!)ds. (4.3.4) 

Similarly for the terms (Ih & (Ih we have 

(Ih :::; Ch4 1Iu(x, t)lli: & (Ih:::; Ch2it Ilu(x, s)lli:ds. (4.3.5) 

Then combining the estimates (4.3.3)-(4.3.5) and using the fact 

it II'Uhll~l(!!)ds :::; C(lluolli2(1!) + iT Ilflli2(!!)ds), 

we have 

it Ile(s)ll~l(!!)ds :::; Ch2 (1Iuolli2(1!) + iT Ilflli2(!!)ds + Ilu(x, t)lli: 

+ iT Ilu(x,s)lli:ds) + it c(17 Ile(s)ll~l(!!)ds)dT. 
Then a simple application of Grownwall's Lemma leads to the following optimal L2(Hl) 

norm error estimate 

Theorem 4.3.1 Let u and u" be the solutions of the problem (4.2.1}and (4.3.1), re

spectively. Then, for f E Hl(O, T; L2(0)) and Uo E HJ(D), there exist a constant C 

independent of h such that 

Ilc(s)IIL2(O,T;Hl(!!)) < Ch(II'ltolli2(H) + iT Ilflli2(n)ds 

+ Ilu(x, T) IIi: + iT 117L(x, 8) IIi:ds ) ~. 0 
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For the £2 norm error estimate we shall usc the duality trick. For this purpose 

we consider the following interface problem: Find W E HJ(O) such that 

A(w.v) = (u - Uh,V) Vv E HJ(O) ( 4.3.6) 

and its finite element approximation is defined to be the function Wh E Vh such that 

(4.3.7) 

Note that 10 E X n HJ(O) is the solution of the elliptic interface problem (4.3.6) with 

the jump conditions [w] = o. [,B(x)~~]= 0 along r. Further, w satisfies the a priori 

estimate 

Then it follows from [22] (sec, Theorem 3.1) that 

Setting v = U - Uh E HJ(O) in (4.3.6) and using (4.3.2). we obtain 

A(w - Wh, U - Uh) + A(Wh, 'U - tth) 

A(w - Wh, U - u,,) + Ah(Uh. Wh) - A(Uh. Wh) 

-(et,w,,) + !at B(t, s; e(s), wh)ds 

< Cllw - whIlHl(!!)lIu - 'UhIlHl(!I) + Ah(UI" WI.) - A(Uh, WI.) 

j
ot 

-(et, Wh) + 0 B(t, s; (,(s), wh)ds. 

Again from the equation (4.3.7), we note that 

1 d 
--d Ah(Wh. w,,) = Ah(Wht, Wh) = (Ut - U"t, Wh) 
2 t 

and hence, estimate (4.3.10) reduces to 
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Here, we have used the fact that IlwhllHl(\l) :::; Cllu - uhll£2(!!) and the estimate for the 

term (IIh in [22] (see, page 216). Further, a simple application of Young's inequality 

leads to 

Ile(t)lli2(!!) < C,h2 1Ie(t)1111(!!) + C,h4 1Iu(x, t)lli- + C,lle(s)lli2(0,t;£2(Il)) 

+C(E)lIe(t)lli2(U) - t:tAh(Wh)Wh)' (4.3.12) 

Therefore, for suitable E > 0 and integrating from 0 to t, we have 

lt Ile(s)lli2(!!)ds :::; Ch21t Ile(s)1111(!!)ds + Ch41t Ilu(x, s)lli-ds 

rt r 1 
+C Jo Jo Ile(s)lli2(\!)dstT + "2 Ah(Wh(O), Wh(O)). (4.3.13) 

Taking t -+ 0, it now follows from (4.3.7) that 

This together with (4.3.13), Gronwall's inequality and Theorem 4.3.1 leads to the fol

lowing optimal L2(L2) norm error estimate 

Theorem 4.3.2 Let 'U and 'Uh be the solutions of the problem (4.2.1)and (4.3.1), re

spectively. Then, for f E Hl(O, T; L2(0)) and 'Uo E HJ(O), there exist a constant C 

independent of h such that 

Ile(s)IIL2(0,T;£2(!!)) < Ch
2 (1Iuolli2(!!) + lT Ilflli2(!!)ds 

+ Ilu(x, T) IIi- + lT Ilu(x, s) IIi-ds ) ~. 0 

4.4 Discrete Time Galerkin Method 

In this section, we shall discretize the equation (4.3.1) in time direction. We shall make 

use of backward difference scheme t.o discret.i7,e t.he problem in t.ime direction and t.he 

piecewise linear finite element method in space. Opt.imal error estimate in L2(Hl) norm 

is derived for smooth initial function. 

We first divide t.he interval [0, T] into M equally spaced subintervals by the fol

lowing points 

o = to < t1 < ... < tM = T, 
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with tn = nk, k = T / M be the time step. Let In = (tn- 1 . tn] be the n-th sub interval. 

For a given sequence {¢n}~l C L2(Sl), we introduce the backward difference quotient 

The fully discrete finite element approximation to the problem (4.3.1) is defined 

as follows: For 1 ~ n ~ 111, find un E Vh such that 

n-l 
(6. k Un, Vh) + Ah(Un, v,,) = (r, Vh) + k L B(tn, t); UJ , Vh) Vv" E ViI (4.4.1) 

J=O 

with UO = Lh Uo and the integral term in (4.3.1) has been approximated by the rectangle 

rule 

l tn 

¢(s)ds ~ k I: <fJ1 = Q~¢, 0 < tn ~ T. 
o )=0 

Note that the quadrature error in In = (tn-l, tn) is estimated as 

and hence 

( 4.4.2) 

Regarding the stability of the fully discrete solution, we have the following result. 

Lemma 4.4.1 Let un be the solutwn for the fully dzscrete scheme defined by (4.4.1), 

then we have 

M 

IIUM lll2(!!) + k L lIunll~l(!!) 
n=l 

Proof. The lemma can be proved by setting Vh = kun in (4.4.1) and using (4.4.2). We 

omit the details. 0 

For the convenience, let W3 define the piecewise constant function [h,k in time by 

Uh,k(X, t) = Un(x), Vt E In, n = 1,2,3, ... ,M. Then, regarding the convergence of Uh,k, 

we have the following result. 
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Theorem 4.4.1 Let 'U and Uhk be the solutwns of the problems (4.2.1) and (4.4.1), 

respectzvely. Assume that Uo E H3(0.) n HJ(0.), f E H2(0, T; L2(0.)) and f(x,O) E 

H2(D). Then there exzst a posztwe constant C, mdependent of hand k such that 

Ilu - U"kll£2(O,T,Hl(!!)) :S C(uo, f, u. Ut, 'Utt)(k + h). 

Proof. At t = tTl, (4.2.1) reduces to 

(u~, v,,) + A(uTl , v,,) = (1'\ v,,) + l tn 

n(tTl' s; n(s), v,,)ds \Iv E HJ(D). (4.4.3) 

For simplicity of the exposition, we write uTI = u(x. nk), eTl = uTI - UTI and wTl = 

uTI - P"uTl . Using (4.4.1) and (4.4.3), it follows that 

where 

(~keTl, eTl) + A(eTl , eTl) 

= (~keTl. wT!) + A(eTl . wT!) + (~kUT! - u;'. huT! - UTI) 

+{Ah(UTI , P"uTl - un) - A(Urt, P"uTl _ UTI)} 
t n-1 

+{ 1 n B(tTl , s; u(s), UTI - P"uTl)ds - k L B(tn, t); u). UTI - PhuTl ) } 
° )=0 

n-1 

+k L B(tTl, t); eJ, UTI - P"un) 
)=0 

6 

=: L(I!))" 
J=1 

( 4.4.4) 

(I1)1 = (~keT!. wTl ), (Ilh = A(eTl , wTl ), (IIh = (~kUTl - u~, PhuTl - UTI), 

(I1)4 = {Ah(UT!, PhuTl - UTI) - A(U'\ P"uTl - UTI)}, 
t TI-1 

(I1)s = In JJ(lTl, s; u(s), UTI - PhuTl)ds - '" L n(ln. lJ; uJ, un - PhUT!). 
° )=0 

n-1 

(I1)6 = k L B(tT!' tJ; eJ, UTI - PhUTl ). 
J=o 

Summing (4.4.4) over n from n = 1 to n = M, we have 
M M t IjeM lli2(fl) + k L A(eT!, eTl) + ~ L II~kenlli2(n) 

TI=1 TI=1 

1 M 6 

:S "2lleolli2(!!) + Ck L L(I 1)J. 
n=1)=1 

( 4.4.5) 
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Using Lemma 2.2.3 and Young's inequality, we obtain 

M M M 

k 2) II) 1 ~ C{h4k L 11llnll~ + C(E)k L II~kenlli2(!!). (4.4.6) 
n=1 n=1 n=1 

Similarly, 
M M M 

k L(I Ih ~ C{h2k L Ilunll~ + C(E)k L Ilenll~l(!!). (4.4.7) 
n=1 n=1 n=1 

and hence using Lemma 2.2.3, we obtain 

M M 

k L(IIh < C{k2 11'Uttlli2(O,T;L2(!l» + C(E)h2
k L I11lnll~ 

n=1 n=1 
M 

+C(E)k L II en lli2(!!), (4.4.8) 
n=1 

Using Lemma 2.2.2, we obtain 

M 

Chk L {lIunIIHl(!I)II~tlln - U"IIHl(!/)} 

n=1 n=1 
M 

< hk L {C(llunll~l(!!) + C(E)II Ph lln - unll~l(!l)} 
,,=1 

M M 

< C(E)hk L Ilenll~l(!!) + C(E)h3k L I11lnll~ 
n=1 n=1 

M T 

+Chk L Ilrlli2(!!) + Chk 1 11 'Utlli2 (!!)dS 
n=1 0 

+Chk lT 111lIli2(!!)ds + Chllllolli2(1l)' (4.4.9) 

In the last inequality, we have used Lemma 2.2.3 and Lemma 4.4.1. 

Again, setting p = 4 in the Sobolev embedding inequality (cf. [62, 63]) 
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and using Holder's inequality, we obtain 

KETi. 

::::: Ch! L Il uOIIL1(K) 
KETi. 

::::: Ch! L IluOIIHl(K) = Ch!lltloIIHl(l!) 
KETi. 

where we have used the fact that mcas(K) ::::: Ch 2 , K E Th. Using this fact in (4.4.9), 

we have 

!vI !vI 

< C(E)hk L Ilenll~l(ll) + C(E)h3k L Ilunll~ 
n=1 n=1 

!vI T 

+Chk ~ 11F'lli2(1!) + Chk lIIUtlli2(!I)dS 

+Chk IT Ilulli2(!l)ds + Ch21Iuoll~1(!I)' (4.4.10) 

Finally, (4.4.2) leads to 

!vI 

k L(11)5 
n=1 

!vI 

+C(E)k2 L Ilenll~l(!I) 
n=1 

!vI 

< C(k2{111l11£2(O,T,Hl(!l) + Il utIIL2(O,T,L2(!I»}2 + C(t)kh2 L kllunll~ 
n=1 

!vI 

+C(E)k2 L Ilenll~l(I!)' (4.4.11) 
n=1 
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Then, for k = O(h) and suitable t > 0, it follows from the estimates (4.4.5)-(4.4.11) that 

M M 

L kll en l111(Il) < Ch2(lIuoll~ + L lIunll~ + lI u lli2(0,T;£2(Il)) 
n=l n=l 

+ II'Ut Ili2(0,T;£2(H)) + II Utt lIi2(0,T;£2(O)) 
M M n-l 

+ L IIrIlEz(Sl)) + Ck2 L L B(tn, tj; eJ) un - Phun) 
n=l n=l J=O 

M n-l 

=: C+Ck2LLB(tn,tJ;eJ,un- PhU
n

). (4.4.12) 
n=l J=O 

Then it follows from [14J (see, Lemma 7 therein) that 

M M M-l n-l 

L kll en I111(n) < C + C(E)e L Il en I111(1l) + C€k2 L L lI eJ II11(1l) 
n=l n=l n=l j=O 

M 

+C(c)k2 L II wn I111(!2). 
n=l 

Thus, for suitable E > 0, we have 

M M M-l n-l 

L kll en Il11(1l) ~ C + Ckh2 L kllunll~ + Ck2 L L lI eJ II11(1!). (4.4.13) 
n=l n=l n=l J=O 

M-l 

(M ~ (; + Ck L (n· 
n=l 

Then a simple application of discrete Grownwall's lemma leads to 

M 

~M ~ Ch2(lIuoll~ + L lIunll~ + lI'uIIE2(0,T;L2(!I)) + lIutll~2(0,T;£2(!l)) 
n=l 

M 

+lIuttlli2(0,T;L2(O)) + L Ilrlliz(o))· (4.4.14) 
n=l 

Again it follows from Chen and ZOU [15J that 
1 

lIu - U,,,IIL'(O,T,H'(II)) <; CklludlL'(O,T;Y) + C (t, kllenllir'(II)) , (4.4.15) 

Then Theorem 4.4.1 follows immediately from (4.4.14)-(4.4.15). 0 
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Chapter 5 

FEM for Parabolic 

Integra-Differential Equations with 

Interfaces: £00(£2) and £00(H1) Error 

Estimates 

In the previous chapter, we have considered a interface problem of parabolic-integro 

type with first order memory term. Finite element treatment for parabolic integro

differential equations with discontinuous coefficients and second order memory term 

are presented in this work. Convergence of continuous time Galerkin method for the 

spatially discrete scheme and backward difference scheme in time direction are discussed 

in L2(Hm) and Loo(Hm) norlllS for fitted finite element method with straight interface 

triangles. Optimal error estimates are derived in L2(Hm) and Loo(Hm) norms when 

initial data Uo E HJ(rl) and Uo E H3 n HJ(rl), respectively. 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chaptci' is to analy:te finite clement methods for solving initial-boundary 

value problems of the form 

Ut(X, t) - '\l . ((3'\l'/1,(x, t)) = f(;r:. t) + !at B(t, s)u(s)ds in rl x (0, TJ (5.1.1) 
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with initial and boundary conditions 

'11(:1:,0) = 'l1o(x) in 0 & u(:r, t) = 0 on f)0 x (0, T] (5.1.2) 

where 0 = 0 1 U r U O2 is a convex polygonal domain in JR2 with boundary EJO and 

0 1 C 0 is an open domain with C 2 smooth boundary r = 801 . Let D2 = D\D1 (sec, 

Figure 1.1). Information between both the domains are transferred via jump conditions 

luj ~ 0, [fl(X) ~~] ~ ° along r x (0, Tj, (5.1.3) 

The symbol [11] is a jump of a quantity v across the interface rand n denotes the unit 

outward normal to the boundary f)01' We write 

(3(x) = (3i for x E Oz, i = 1,2. 

Further, B(t, s) is a second order partial differential operator of the form 

lJ(l,s)'Ct(s) = -\7. (b(:c;t,s)\7u) +bo(:c;l,s)'u(:c,s). 

Coefficients of B(t, s) arc assumed to be smooth and satisfy the following assumption: 

there exists a positive constant K1 such that 

Ib(x; t, s)l, Ibo(x; t, 8)1 & Ib'(x; t, s)1 :::; Kl in 0 x (0, TJ, (5.1.4) 

//(x; t, s) is the partial derivative of b with respect to 8. The non-homogeneous term 

f = f(x, t) and initial data 1lo(x) arc given functions. 

In this chapter, an attempt is made to carryover known results of finite element 

Galerkin method for non interface parabolic integro-differential equation to integro

differential equation of parabolic type with discontinuous coefficients. A priori error 

estimates are derived for minimum smooth and sufficiently regular initial data. More 

precisely, optimal error estimates are derived in U(JIm) and Loo(JIm) norms when 

initial data 1lo E HJ(D) and Uo E H3 n HJ(D), respectively. The achieved estimates 

are analogous to the case with a regular solution, however, due to low regularity, the 

proof requires a careful technical work coupled with a approximation result for the Ritz

Volterra projection under minimum regularity assumption. Other technical tools used 

in this work are Sobolev embedding inequality, approximation properties for elliptic 
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projection, duality arguments and some known results on elliptic interface problems. 

The main emphasis of this work is on the theoretical aspect of convergence of finite 

element method under the low global regularity of the true solution. Numerical solutions 

by means of finite clement Galcrkin procedures for the parabolic integro-differential 

equation without interface can be found in [10, 12, 14, 42, 48, 64, 66, 67]. 

For the. purpose of finite element Galerkin procedure, we need bilinear forms 

associated with the operators in (5.1.1). Let A(.,.) and B(t, s; .,.) be the bilinear forms 

on HJ x HJ corresponding to operators £ and B (t, s) i. e., 

A(w, v) 

B(l,s;w(s),v) 

r (3(x)Vw· Vvdx and 
JIl 
r (1)(:1:; l, s)Vw(:I:, s) . V'll + [;0(:1:; l, s)w(:I:, s)'II)dx, 

JIl 
The organization of this chapter is as follows: While section 5.2 introduces the 

regularity of the problem, finite element discretization and approximation properties of 

some auxiliary projection, section 5.3 is concerned with the convergence of semi discrete 

finite clement solution to the exact solution in £2(£2) and L2(HI) norms. section 5.4 is 

devoted to the point wise in time error analysis in £2 and HI norms for the semidiscrete 

case. Finally, backward difference scheme has been used to discretize the problem in 

time direction and related error estimates arc derived in section 5.5. 

5.2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we shall study the regularity and the finite element approximation to 

the solution of the interface problems (5.1.1)-(5.1.3). 

The weak formulation of the problem (5.1.1)-(5.1.3) may be stated as: Find 

u : [0, T] -+ HJ such that 

(ut, ¢) + A(u, ¢) = it B(t, s; u(s), ¢)ds + (j, ¢) v¢ E H5(D.), t E (0, T] (5.2.1 ) 

with u(x, 0) = Uo· 

Clearly, under the assumptions (5.1.4), the problem (5.2.1) has a unique solution 

U E £2(0, T; HJ(D.)) (cf. [64]). Again it follows from the analysis of previous chapter 

that the solution u can be characterized as a solution of parabolic interface problem. For 
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the regularity results of parabolic interface problems, we refer to [15, 39, 58]. Therefore, 

we assume the following regularity result for the weak solution u. 

Theorem 5.2.1 Let f E H1(0. T; L2(0)) and Uo E HJ(O). Then the problem (5.2.1) 

has a unique solution U E L2(0, T; X n HJ(O)) n H1(0, T; Y). 0 

Remark 5.2.1 It is observed from the regularity result that Uo E HJ(D) is the minimum 

regularity assumption for the exzstenee of solution in L2(0. T; X n HJ(D)) n H1(0, T; Y) 

(ef. [15, 39]). For more regular initial data Uo E HJ(0)nH3(D) and f E H1(0, T; H1(0)), 

it follows from Chapter 3 that U E L2(0, T; X n HJ(O)) n H1(0, T; L2(0) n H2(Od n 
JJ2(02)). 0 

Central to the analysis of finite element methods for integro-differential equations 

has been the llitz-Volterra projection introduced in [42]. Before proceeding further, let 

us recall some notations from Chapter 3. Let Y* be the collection of all v E L2(D) such 

that v E H1(Dd n H 1(02) n {¢ : ¢ = 0 on aD} with [v] = 0 along r. For any v E Y*, 

we define 

The Ritz-Volterra projection Wh : y* -+ Vh is defined as 

'\IVh E \1,,, v E Y*. 

Here, bilinear map B(t, s; .,.) is defined as 

2 

B(t, s; w(s), z) = L r (b(x; t, s)\7w(x, s) . \7z + bo(x; t, s)w(x, s)z)dx. 
l==1 Jn l 

Note that, for v E X n HJ(O), Whv satisfies the following identity 

Ah(WhV, Vh) = Ah(Rhv, Vh) 

+ ltB(t,s;(WhV-V)(S),Vh)dS '\Ivh EVh· 

(5.2.2) 

(5.2.3) 

The approximation properties of Ritz-Volterra projection are well known (c.f. 

[12], [42]) for sufficiently smooth functions. Here, indeed we will show the same optimal 
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error estimates for HI and £2 norms, even if the solution 'U does not belong to H2 

globally. 

By setting Vh = Whv(t) - RhV(t) in (5.2.3) and using Lemma 3.2.2, we obtain 

IIWhv(t) - RhV(t)llk1(!I) 

t 2 
~ CIIWhv(t) - RhV(t)IIHl(!1) Jc L IIWhV(S) - V(S)IIHl(!1dds 

o 1=1 

~ CEIIWhv(t) - RhV(t)llk1(!l) 

i
t 2 

+C(/:) 0 {IIWhV(S) - RhV(s)llk1(!I) + ~ IIRhV(S) - V(S)//kl(!ld}ds 

~ CEIIWhv(t) - Rhv(t)lIk1(!l) + C(t) lt IIWhV(S) - RhV(s)lIkl(!I)ds 

+C(c)h21t 

{lIv(s)lIk2(nIl + lIu(s)lIk2(rl2)}db. 

Hence, for suitable ( > 0, we obtain 

IIWhv(t) - RhV(t)llk1(!l) ~ Ch21t {llv(s)llk2 (!IIl + Ilv(s)llk2(\l2)}ds 

+ C lt IIWhV(S) - Rhv(s)llk1(!l)ds. 

Then Grownwall's inequality leads to 

and hence 

2 2 

L IIWhV(l) - '/J(L)llkl(nd < Ch2 L Ilv(l)llk2 (nd 
1=1 

(5.2.4) 

For the £2 norm error estimate, we consider the following interface problem: For 

fixed t E [0, TJ, find z(t) E X n HMo') such that 

-\7. (j3(;G)\7z(l)) = Wh'U(t) - Hh'u(l) in n 
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along with interface conditions [z] = 0 = [oz/on] along r. Then z satisfies the following 

a priori estimate 

For ¢ E HJ(n), we obtain 

- LV" ({3(x)V'z(t))¢dx - r {3(x)V'z(t)· n¢ds + r {3(x)V'z(t) . V'¢dx 
lan ln 
r {3(x)V'z(t) . V'</Jdx = A(z(t), </J). 

ls! 
Thus, weak formulation may be defined as : Find z(t) E HJ(O) such that 

A(z(t), </J) = (Whv(t) - Rhv(t), </J) V </J E H6(O) 

and finite element approximation Zh(t) E Vh satisfying 

Next, apply Theorem 3.1 in [22] to have 

Setting </Jh = Whv(t) - RhV(t) in (5.2.6), we have 

with 

Ah(Zh(t), Whv(t) - RhV(t)) 

!at B(t, s; (Whv - v)(s), zh(t))ds 

- Tl +T2, 

Tl !at B(t, s; (Whv - v)(s), (Zh - z)(t))ds, 

T2 = !at B(t, s; (Whv - v)(s), z(t))ds. 
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For the term T1 , we use (5.2.4) to have 

lTd < CIIz,,(t) - z(t)IIH'I<» l' t IIW"v(s) - V(S)IIH'IU,)ds 

< Chllz(t)llxCh it {llv(s)IIH2(!11l + Ilv(s)IIH2(!12)}ds 

< Ch,zIIWhV(t) - RhV(t)IIL2(!l) it {llv(s)IIH2(!/1l + Ilv(s)IIH2(!12)}ds 

< CfIIWhv(t) - Rhv(t)lli2(n) 

+C(f)h4i t 

{llv(s)II~2(!/1l + Ilv(s)II~2(!12)}ds. (5.2.8) 

To estimate T2, we need some preparation. For ¢ E L2(0, T; Y) with [¢] = 0 along r, we 

have 

1 b(x; t, s)'V¢'Vzdx + j' b(x; t, s)'V¢'Vzdx 
!ll !12 

fr' ( )C}z'1 1 ( )UZ2 = b x; t, s --;;:;-¢ds - b x; t, s --;::;-¢ds 
r on r (In 

- j' 'V. (b(x; t. s)'Vz)¢dx - /' 'V. (b(x; t. s)'Vz)¢dx. 
!ll J!12 

Using the fact [Z~ ¢] = 0 along r, we obtain 

B(t, s; Whv(t) - v(t), z(t)) = - tl' 'V, (b(x; t, s)'Vz(t))(Whv - v)(t)dx 
1=1 III 

2 j' + L bo(x; t, s )z(t)(Whv - v) (t)d;c, 
1=1 !ll 

so that 

2 

IB(t. s; Whu(t) - v(t), z(t))1 ~ CIIWhv(t) - v(t)IIL2(Il) L Ilz(t)IIH2(!/il' 
1=1 

Hence 

IT21 < Cllz(t)llx it IIWhV(S) - v(s)IIL2(n)ds 

< C€llz(t)ll~ + C(t) it IIWhV(S) - v(s)lli2(!I)ds. 
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This together with Lemma 3.2.2 leads to 

\T2\ < Cllz(t)lIx it IIW"v(s) - V(S)II£2(!!)ds 

< Cfllz(t)lI~ + C(f) it IIWhV(S) - v(s)III2(!!)ds 

< CfIlW"v(t) - R"v(t)III2(!!) + C(E) h4 i
t 
{lIv(s)lIif2(!!Il + IIv(s)II~2(!!2)}ds 

+C(E) it IIW"v(s) - Rhv(s)III2(Il)ds. (5.2.9) 

Combining (5.2.7)-(5.2.9) and setting suitable E > 0, we obtain 

IIWhv(t) - Rhv(t)III2(!!) :=::; Ch4it {llv(s)II~2(!h) + Ilv(s)II~2(!!2)}ds 

+C fo·t IIW"v(s) - Hhv(s)III2(o)ds. 

Finally, Grownwall's Lemma yields 

Hence, Lemma 3.2.2 leads to 

I\Whv(t) - v(t)III2(u) :=::; Ch4{lIv(t)1I~2(!!Il + IIv(t)II~2(!!2)} 

+ Ch4it {lIv(s)II~2(!!1) + IIv(s)II~2(!!2)}ds. (5.2.10) 

In this section, optimal order convergence results are obtained in UU}) and L2(1/1) 

norms for semidiscrete finite element Galerkin method. Here, we have assumed 'Uo E 

HJ(D) and f E H1(0, T; L 2 (D)). 

The continuous time Galcrkin finite element approximation to (5.2.1) is stated 

as: Find u" : [0, T] -7 VI, such that 

(5.3.1) 
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with tlh(O) = Lhtlo. Subtracting (5.3.1) from (5.2.1), we have 

('tl,t - 'Uht, 'lih) + A('u - lih, Vh) AhCIl'h, 'Uh) - A(Uh' VI.) 

+ !at B(t, s; (U-tlh)(S),Vh)ds \lvhEV,I' (5.3.2) 

Define the error e(t) as e(t) = 'U(t) - 'Uh(t). Then following the lines of proof for 

Theorem 4.3.1 in Chapter 4, it is possible to obtain the following optimal error estimate 

in L2(Hl) norm. For f E Hl(O, T; L2(n)) and 'Uo E HJ(O), there exists a constant C 

independent of h such that 

Ile(s)II£2(O,t;Hl(!!» < Ch(lltloll~l(!!) + !at Ilf(s)lli2(!!)ds 

+ lI'u(l)ll~ + it 11'U(s)ll~ds)! 
- C(uo, f, u)h. 

Here, C(uo, j, Ut) is a positive constant, independent of h, such that 

for some positive constant C. 

(5.3.3) 

The memory term considered in Chapter 4 involve only a first order partial dif

ferential equation and hence Theorem 4.3.2, therein, can not be easily extended for the 

equation (5.1.1) containing second order equation as memory. For the L2 norm error 

estimate, we again recall the duality trick: For fixed t E [0, T], find w(t) E HJ(n) such 

that 

A(w(t), v) = (u(t) - Uh(t), v) \Iv E HJ(n) (5.3.4) 

and its finite element approximation is defined to be the fUllction Wh(t) E V,I such that 

(5.3.5) 

Note that solution w(t) to the problem (5.3.4) belongs to X n HJ(n) and satisfies the 

jump conditions [w] = 0, [,B(x)~~] = ° along r. Further, w satisfies the a priori 

estimate 

(5.3.6) 
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Regarding the convergence of Wh, we have (sec, Theorem 3.1 in [22]) 

(5.3.7) 

Then it follows from [23] that 

IIe(t) II;'2(!!) :s; C {hlle(t) II£2(n) Ile(t) IIHl(n)} + C {hlle(t) IIHl(!1) IIe(t) IIL2(n) 
2 1 d 

+h Ilu(t)IIxlle(t)liL2(!!)} - 2dlAh(Wh(t),Wh(t)) + (J), (5.3.8) 

with (J) = J~ B(t, S; e(s), wh(t))ds. 

Term (J) can be rewritten as 

(J) = it B(t, s; e(s), wh(t))ds 

= it B(t, s; e(s), (Wh - w)(t))ds + !at B(t, S; e(s), w(t))ds 

_. (Jh + (Jh, 

where (J)" i = 1, 2, are defined as 

(Jh = !at B(t, s; e(s), (Wh - w)(t))ds, (Jh = !at B(t, s; e(s), w(t))ds. 

For the term (Jh, apply (5.3.3) and (5.3.7) to have 

1(J)11 < Clle(s)IIL2(O,t;Hl(!I))lIwh(t) - W(t)IIHl(!!) 

< C(uo, j, u)h2 1Ie(t)IIL2(!!). 

Before estimating (J)2. we need some preparation. For fixed t E [0, TJ, we define 

(5.3.9) 

1*(s) = -V· (b(x;t,S)VWk(t)) + bo(x;t,S)Wk(t), (x,s) E nk x (O,t), k = 1,2. 

Clearly J*(s) E L2(n) and assumptions (5.1.4) leads to 

Further, 

(J*(s), e(s)) = -1 V· (b(x; t. s)Vw(t))e(s)dx + 1 bo(x; t, s)w(t)e(s)dx 
!! !I 

= 1 b(x; t, s)Vw(t) . Ve(s)d;r + r bo(x; t, s)w(t)e(s)dx 
!! )!l 

= B(t, s; e(s), w(t)) 
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and hence 

(Jh = lt B(t, s; e(s), w(t))ds = 1\/*(8). e(s))ds 

< C lt 1If*(s)II£2(Il) IIe(s) 11£2(!!)ds 

< C{IIw(t)IIH2(!!J) + IIw(t)IIH2(!!2)} lt lIe(s)II£2(!!)ds 

< Clle(t) 11£2(12) lIe( s) II£2(O,t;£2(n». 

Combining the estimates (5.3.8)-(5.3.10), we obtain 

lIe(t) II i2 (Il) ~ C{hl.le(t)II£2(I!)lle(t)IIH1(1!)} + C{hlle(t)IIH1(1!}lle(t)II£2(\!} 
2 1 d 

+h lIu(t)lIxlle(t)IIL2(rn} - "2 dt A" (w"(t) , Wh(t)) 

+C(uo, f. u)h2 I1e(t)IIL2(1!) 

+Clle( t) 1I£2(!!) Ile(s) 11£2(O,t;£2(!!})' 

Further, a simple application of Young's inequality leads to 

lIe(t)lIi2(1l) ~ Cch2I1e(t)II~1(!!) + Cch4 I1 u(t)II3c + C€lIe(s)lIi2(0,t;L2(!!» 

(5.3.10) 

+Cf(uo, f, U)h4 + C(E)lIe(t)IIi2(!!) - ~ :t A,,(Wh, Wh). (5.3.11) 

Therefore, for suitable t > 0 and integrating from 0 to t, we have 

t Ile(s)lli2(n)ds < Ch2 j.t Ile(s)ll~l(n)ds + Ch4 j.t II'u(s)113c ds 
.10 0 0 

+ h41t C€(uo, f, u)ds 

+ C lt 17 lIe(s)lli2(I!}dstT + ~Ah(Wh(O)''Wh(O)). (5.3.12) 

Taking t --+ 0, it now follows from (5.3.5) that 

This together with (5.3.12), Gronwall's inequality and (5.3.3) leads to the following 

optimal L 2(I}) norm error estimate. 

Theorem 5.3.1 Let 1t and nh be the solutions of the problem (5.2.1}and {5.3.1}, re

spectively. Then, for f E Hl(O, T; L2(0)) and Uo E HJ(O), there exists a constant 6 
independent of h such that 

- 2 Ile(s)II£2(O,t;L2(!!}) ~ C(uo,f,u)h. 0 
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In this section, optimal order convergence results are obtained in U)C)(£2) and £OO(H1) 

norms. We have assumed that initial data Uo E HJ(0.) n H3(0.) and Uh(O) = WhUo. For 

the simplicity of the exposition, we have used symbol C(u, Ut), depends on U and Ut, to 

denote a positive term such that 

Setting u(t) - 1lh(t) = u(t) - Wh71(t) + Whu(t) - Uh(t) = p(t) + e(t), we obtain 

It follows from the definitions of Rh and Wh operators that 

This together with (5.4.1), we obtain the following error equation in e 

Set 1Ih = fl t in (5.4.2) to have 

(flt , ()t) + ~ :~ Ah ((), ()) < C€llptlli2(!!) + C(E)II()tlli2(!!) 

+Ch-111()tll£2(n) lo't 11()(s)IIHl(fJ)ds 

< C€llptlli2(!!) + C(E)II()tlli2(!I) 

(5.4.1) 

+C€h-21t 

lIe(s)lI~l(!2)ds + C(E)lIet lli2(1l)' (5.4.3) 

Here, we have used Young's inequality and inverse estimate (2.2.12). Thus, for suitable 

E > 0, we get 

lI()tlli2(!I) + ~ :t Ah(e, e) :<s Cllptlli2(!I) + Ch-
21t 

"e(s)"~l(!!)ds. (5.4.4) 
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Then integrating (5.4.4) from ° to t and applying estimate (5.2.10), we obtain 

it 118tlli2(H)ds + Ilell~l(n) < C it IIptlli2(H)ds + ch-
21t iT Ile(s)ll~l(n)dsdT 

< C(u, Ut)h4 + ch-21t 
(t - s)lIe(s)lI~l(!I)ds 

< C(u, Ut)h4 + ch-21t 

1I(1(s)lI~l(\l}ds. (5.4.5) 

Then a simple application of Grownwall's Lemma leads to 

Ilell~l(!I) ::; G(t)h4 + Ch41t G(s)H(s)e-Ch2 (t-s)ds, 

with G(t) = C(u, 'Ut) and H(s) = Ch-2
. Further using the fact that e-X 

::; 1, x > 0, we 

obtain 

(5.4.6) 

Now, combining (5.2.4) and (5.4.6), we obtain the following optimal HI-norm error 

estimate. 

Theorem 5.4.1 Let u and 'Uh be the solutions of the problem (5.2.1}and {5.3.1}, respec

tively. Then, for Uo E HJ(O) n H3(O) and f E HI(O, T; HI(O)), we have 

Ile(t)IIHl(H) ::; Ch( C(Zl, 'Ut) + l· t 
C(u, 'Us)ds) ~. 0 

Next, set Vh = (1(t) in (5.4.2) to have 

(et , (1) + A,,((1, (1) ::; CEI\Ptlli2(!I) + C(t)II(1lli2(!I) 

+C, l· t 

11f.lII~l(n)ds + C(()I\f.lI\~l(H)· 

Thus 

~! Ilelli2(!I) + cllel\~l(!I) < C,llptlli2(!I) + C(E)II(1lli2(!I) 

+c, it Ilell~l(!l)ds + C(E)II(1II~l(!I)' (5.4.7) 
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Then integrating (5.4.7) from 0 to t, we obtain 

~llelli2(H} + C it Ilell~l(n)ds s c€ it Ilpslli2(H)ds + C(E) it Ilelli2(O)ds 

+c€ it iT IIell~l(l!)dsdT 
+C(E) it IIBllk1(u)ds. (5.4.8) 

Hence, for suitable f > 0, we have 

IWII12(!l) + it lIeI111(!l)ds < C it IIPsII12(!l)ds + C it iT IleI111(!!)dsdT 

< G(/1" u,t)h4 + G it iT IlfJllk1(H)dsdT. (5.4.9) 

Here we have used estimate (5.2.10). Splitting (5.4.9) into two parts, we obtain 

IlfJlli2(H) < Geu, 'ut)h4 + G j't r I\fJllk 1 (!l)dsdT, 
a .fa 

it IIBllk1(!!)ds < C(u, Ut)h4 + C it faT lIellk1(!!)dsdT. 

For the term J; IIBllk1(l!)ds, we use Grownwall's Lemma in (5.4.11) to have 

fat IIBllk1(!!)ds S Ch4 (C(u, Ut) + it C(u, us)ds). 

This together with (5.4.10) leads to 

Ile(t)lli2(!!)ds s Gh4 (C(u,ut ) + it C(u,Us)ds). 

(5.4.10) 

(5.4.11) 

(5.4.12) 

Finally, approximation result (5.2.10) together with (5.4.12) yields the following optimal 

L 2-norm error estimate. 

Theorem 5.4.2 Let 'It and 'ILh be the solutions of the problem (5.2.1}and {5.3.1}, respec

tively. Then, for Ua E HJ(O) n H3(O) and f E Hl(O, T; Hl(O)), we have 

Ile(t)II£2(!I) :S Ch2 (C(u,Ut) + fo't C(u, us)ds) ~. 0 
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5.5 Discrete time Galerkin Method 

In this section, we shall consider the completely discrete scheme for the problem (5.3.1). 

Backward difference scheme has been used to discretize the problem in time direction 

and the piecewise linear finite element method in space. Optimal error estimate is shown 

in J} norm for sufficiently smooth initial data. For the simplicity, we have assumed that 

f = 0 in Sl. 

We first divide the interval [0, Tl into N equally spaced subintervals by the fol

lowing points 

0= to < tl < ... < tN = T. 

with tn = nk, k = T / N be the time step. Let In = (tn-I, tnl be the n-th sub interval. 

For a given sequence {¢n};;=1 C L2(Sl), we introduce the backward difference quotient 

/)" ,~n _ ¢n _ ¢n-l 
k'f' - k 

For ¢(t) E v,t, we denote ¢n be the value of ¢ at t = tn. 

The complete discrete finite dement approximation to the problem (5.3.1) is 

defined as follows: For 1 ~ n ~ N, find un E v,t such that 

n-l 
(/)"kUn, Vh) + Ah(Un, Vh) = k L B(tn, ij; Uj , Vh) 't/Vh E v,t (5.5.1) 

)=0 

with UO = WhUo. 

Integral term in (5.3.1) has been approximated by the rectangle rule 

t n-l 
r n ¢(s)ds ~ k L ¢J = Q~¢, 0 < tn ~ T. 

io ]=0 

Note that the quadrature error in In = (in-I, tnl is estimated as 

and hence 

IQ~t¢ _itn ¢(s)dsl ~ k i tn 
1¢'(T)ldT. (5.5.2) 

At t = tn, (5.2.1) reduces to 

(5.5.3) 
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We write the error un - un at time tn as 

where en = un - Whun and pn = Whu" - u". 

Combining (5.5.1) and (5.53), we obtain 

(6.ken
, IJh) + Ah(ert, IJ,,) 

n-1 n-1 

= k LB(tn,tJ;eJ,Vh) - (W",Vh) + k LB(t",tJ; WhUJ,Vh) 
J~O J~O 

tn 
-}o B(tn' s; Whu(s), vh)ds. (5.5.4) 

Here, w" = 6. k Whun - ur. For simplicity of the exposition, we write wn = wi + w"2', 

where wi = W,,6. k un 
- 6.k u" and Wz = 6.k u" - ur· 

Now, setting Vh = en in (5.5.4), we have 

n-1 

~IJBnII12(!l) + kllenI111(1l) ~ /,;2 L B(t", tJ ; eJ
, en) + C(E)kllwnIl12(!!) 

J=O 
,,-1 

+C{kl/enlli2(!!) + k [k L B(tn' tJ; W"uJ, en) 
J==O 

_ltn B(t", s; W"u(s), B")ds] 

+~ lIen-11Iiz(l!)' (5.5.5) 

Thus, for suitable f > 0 and 1:lumming (5.5.5) over n from n = 1 to n = M, we have 

!vI !vI n-1 !vI 

I/0!vIlli2(rl) + k ~ IltF'1111(l!) < !. 2 ~ ~ n(tn' t); (jJ, on) + Ck L I/wnl/12(l!) 
n~l n~l )~O n=l 

!vI n-1 

+k ~ [k LB(tn,t);WhU),en) 
n=1 )=0 

_ltn B(tn, S; W"U(S), en)ds] 

AI ,,-1 

-. k 2 ~ L B(tn, t); 0), en) + (1)1 + (1h· (5.5.6) 
n=l J=O 
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Terms (1)1 and (1h are given by 

NI A1 

(1)1 = Ck L Il wn II12(1l) = Ck L II wi' + w~1112(l!) & 
n=1 n=1 

M n-1 .t" 

(1)2 = k 2: [h L lJ(tn, lJ; WhuJ, (frL) -1 13(ln' s; W"u(s), en)ds]. 
n=l J=O 0 

Now, we proceed to estimate both the terms separately. In 0 1, the term 1Ur can 

be expressed as 

where U~, 2 = L 2, is the restriction of u ill O~ and U~,t = a~,. 

An application of estimate (5.2.10) leads to 

kllw],IIL'(II,) :S Gil' I", t, lIu,IIH'(Il.)dt 

1 

< Gh'k1 (L (t, 111'<1111'(11'))' dt)' 

Hence 

t" 2 

kllwrlli2(l!d S; Ch
4 j L Ilutll~2(l!,)dt. 

t,,-l ,=1 

Similarly, we obtain 

t n 2 

'"ll wrlli2(l!2) S; Ch
4 i 2: Ill1tll~2(nt)dl . 

. tn-l ,==1 

Using above two estimates, we have 

(5.5.7) 

For the term w2, we have 
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and hence 

Summing over n from TI = 1 to n = M, we obtain 

(5.5.8) 

In view of estimates (5.5.7)-(5.5.8), the following estimate holds for (1)1 

(5.5.9) 

Next, we write ¢(s) = B(tn, s; Whu(s), gr') so that estimate (5.5.2) leads to 

(Ih ~ k ~ (k ~ <,0 ( tj) - t 1>( S )ds ) 

< k ~ (k t I iJ~~) IdS) 
Then apply assumptions (5.1.4) to have 

I a~~s) I :::; C{/I WhU(S)/IHl(!l) + IIWhus (S)/IHl(!l)}IIB"/IHl(!l)' 

This together with (5.5.10) yields 

(I), < Ck' t, 1,''' {II WhU(S) IIH'(lI) + IIWhu,(s)IIH'(I!)}1I0"IIH'«llds 

!If it" < C(t)k2:L {/IWh1L(s)ll~l(!l) + IIWh'us(s)ll~l(!l)}ds 
n==l 0 

M 

+C,k
2 L lIenll~l(!l)' 

n=l 
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Finally, usc estimates (5.5.9) and (5.5.11) in (5.5.6) to have 

M 

lIeM lli2(1!) + Ii; .L lIenll~l(\!) 
n=1 

n=IJ=O 

M n-1 

S CN (h4 + /;2) + k2.L L B(tn. tJ ; (P, en). 
n=1J=O 

Here, CN > 0 is a constant independent of !II such that 

2 

2 2 '""' 2 -C{II U ttll£2(O,T,£2(!I) + Ilull£2(O,T,X) + L II Utll£2(O,T,H2(ll,»} S CN 

~=1 

Then it follows from [14] (sec, Lemma 7 therein) that 

M M 

IleM lli2(!I) + k L Ilenlltl(!I) < CN (h4 + k2
) + C(E)k2 L Iler'll~l(!l) 

n=1 n=1 
M-l n-1 

+C£k
2 L L 116P Iltl(ll) 

n=1 )=0 

and hence 
M M-ln-l 

(5.5.12) 

lIeM lli2(!!) + k L lIenll~l(!!) S CN (h4 + k2
) + Ck2 .L L IleJII~l(!I)' (5.5.13) 

n=1 71=1 J=O 

M-l 

~M S CN (h4 + k2
) + Ck L ~n' 

71=1 

Then a simple application of discrete Grownwall's lemma leads to 

M 1II-1 

k L lIenlltl(!!) = ~M S CN (h 4 + k2
) L Ck S CN (h 4 + k2 )kN. (5.5.14) 

n=1 11=1 

In combination (5.2.10) leads to the following optimal £2 norm error estimate. 
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Theorem 5.5.1 Assume that Uo E H3(n)nHJ(r2). Then there exist a positive constant 

eN, independent of h and It, such that 
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